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xploratory data analysis (EDA) using data clus-
tering is extremely important for understand-
ing the basic characteristics of a novel data set 
before developing complex statistical models 
and testing the various hypotheses. A prelimi-

nary step to clustering is deciding whether the data con-
tain any clusters and, if so, how many clusters to seek. 
This is the clustering-tendency-assessment problem, which 
has not received much attention in the pattern-recognition 

literature. An important category of algorithms in this 
domain includes visual approaches, represented here by 
the visual assessment of tendency (VAT) algorithm, which 
reorders the pairwise dissimilarity matrix and then gener-
ates a reordered dissimilarity image (RDI) or cluster heat 
map that shows possible clusters in the data by dark 
blocks along the diagonal. 

Since its introduction in 2002, the VAT algorithm has 
been modified by many researchers to improve the quality 
of the RDI, making it applicable to various types of data 
sets, such as high-volume, time-series, high-dimensional, 
and streaming data, among others (collectively called the 
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VAT family of algorithms). Various members of the VAT 
family have been applied to many applications, including 
image segmentation, urban mobility, transportation, 
speech processing, biomedical applications, social media, 
and Web data analytics, on a variety of real-life data sets 
with diverse characteristics and properties. 

We hope that this detailed and systematic survey of the 
VAT family of algorithms and their applications will help 
researchers choose a useful member of the VAT family to 
help them understand structural details in their data. This 
article includes pseudocode for a suite of 25 algorithms in 
the VAT family of models, and the MATLAB implementa-
tion of selected algorithms are available on GitHub [1]. 

Clustering Tendency as a Tool for  
Exploratory Data Analysis
Unsupervised data-mining techniques, such as data cluster-
ing, are an important part of EDA, which aims to summarize 
and visualize the main characteristics of the data before 
developing complex statistical models and testing various 
hypotheses about structure in the data. Recent advances in 
sensing and storage technology and dramatic growth in 
applications on the Internet, digital imaging, video surveil-
lance, and the Internet of Things (IoT) have accelerated the 
growth of data collection. With the ever-increasing availabil-
ity of data across different disciplines, data clustering as a 
fundamental tool for EDA has gained more significance. 

Data clustering aims to divide the data into several groups 
such that data points in each group are more similar to each 
other in some well-defined sense than to the points in other 
groups. Various clustering techniques have been developed 
over the years by researchers in many fields, including taxono-
mists, social scientists, psychologists, biologists, statisticians, 
mathematicians, engineers, computer scientists, and medical 
researchers [2]. Some of the most popular clustering 
approaches include hierarchical clustering (agglomerative and 
divisive), centroid-based approaches (k-means, fuzzy c-means, 
and so on), density-based algorithms [e.g., density-based spa-
tial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) and order-
ing points to identify the clustering structure (OPTICS)], and 
distribution-based clustering [expectation maximization, 
Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and so on] [3]–[5].

A natural question to ask before applying any clustering 
method to a data set is, “Does this data set contain any clus-
ters and, if so, how many?” A major issue with unsupervised 
machine learning is that clustering methods will return 
clusters that satisfy the constraints of the algorithm that 
produces them, even if the data do not contain any clusters. 
Blindly applying a clustering analysis to a data set will 
divide the data into clusters, even if there are none, because 
that is what the algorithm is supposed to do. Therefore, 
before applying a clustering approach to a data set, the ana-
lyst must decide whether or not the data set contains mean-
ingful clusters (i.e., nonrandom structures).

The issue of determining whether clusters are 
present as a step before actual clustering is called the 

clustering-tendency-assessment problem. Unfortunately, 
this has received very little attention in the pattern-recog-
nition and exploratory-data-analysis literature. Some tech-
niques for clustering-tendency assessment are discussed 
in [3] and [6], and they can be broadly split into two catego-
ries: statistical and visual. The statistical approaches to 
clustering tendency assessment, such as the dip test [7], 
Silverman test [8], and Hopkins statistics [9], apply the ran-
dom-position hypothesis to check whether or not the data 
are generated from a continuous uniform distribution. A 
detailed description of such techniques can be found in [3] 
and [10]. Although these statistical approaches determine 
whether it is worth looking for clusters in the given data 
set by applying clustering algorithms, they provide little 
information about how many clusters to look for, an input 
required by many clustering algorithms. Moreover, statisti-
cal tests determine only whether the data fail to satisfy a 
distributional assumption, so they impose a strong con-
straint on the definition of clusters in the data.

Another class of clustering-tendency-assessment 
approaches uses visual techniques to indicate whether or 
not the data set contains possible clusters and, if so, how 
many clusters to seek. Bezdek and Hathaway [11] intro-
duced a visual approach for assessing cluster tendency, 
VAT, that can be used in all cases involving numerical 
data. VAT uses a variant of Prim’s algorithm [12] to per-
form matrix reordering (seriation) of the pairwise dissimi-
larity matrix to generate a reordered dissimilarity matrix, 
which, when viewed as a monochrome image (called an 
RDI, or cluster heat map), shows possible clusters in the 
data set by dark blocks along the diagonal.

The literature of the VAT family of algorithms and its 
applications is large and varied, with papers published in 
many different journals and conference proceedings. This 
diversity makes it difficult for researchers to follow recent 
developments and determine the applicability of these 
algorithms to their data. We believe that a survey of the 
VAT family of algorithms and their applications is timely 
and hope that it will be helpful for researchers choosing a 
useful visualization algorithm for EDA.
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Figure 1. The data scatterplot VAT images for  
N = 5,000 Gaussian clusters: (a) data set of N = 5,000 
and (b) VAT image of ( ( )).I D X*

E
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Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assessment 
of Tendency Family 
The MATLAB implementations for selected algorithms are available on Github [1].

Input : D n n#-)  VAT-reordered dissimilarity matrix
Output: D n n#-)l  iVAT dissimilarity matrix

1 for r 2!  to n do
2  argminj D

k r
rk

1 1
= )

# # -

" ,
3  D Drj rj=) )l

4  , , ,c r j1 2 1f= - -" ", ,
5  ,maxD D Drc rj jc=) ) )l l" ,
6 end
7 D Drc cr=) )l l

Algorithm S2. Improved VAT (iVAT) [14].

Input : D n n#-  dissimilarity matrix satisfying
    D 0ij $-

    ,D D i jij ji6- =

    D i0ii 6- =

Output: D n n#-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix
  ( )I D -)  VAT image of D)

  P -  VAT reordering indices of D
  d -  ordering of MST cut magnitudes

 1 Set , , , ,K n I J1 2 f 4= = =" ,
 2 Select ( , ) argmaxi j D

,k K q K
kq!

! !

 3 ;P i1 =  I i= " ,  and J K i= - " ,
 4 for t 2!  to n do
 5  Select ( , ) argmini j D

,k I q J
kq!

! !

 6  ;; ;P j I I j J J jt ,= = = -" ", ,  d Dt ij1 =-
 7 end
 8 for p 1!  to n do
 9  for q 1!  to n do
 10   D D, ,p q P Pp q=)

 11  end
 12 end
 13 Create ( )I D )

Algorithm S1. Visual Assessment of 
Tendency (VAT) [11].

Input : D n n#-  dissimilarity matrix satisfying
      D 0ij $-

      ,D D i jij ji6- =

      D i0ii 6- =

Output: D n n#-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix
  P -  VAT reordering indices of D
  d -  Ordering of MST cut magnitudes

 1  Compute weighted graph G(V, E ) with n vertices  
  in V and edges in E, obtained from using D as the 
 adjacency matrix

 2 {}P =
 3 S V=
 4 for each vertex u in V do
 5  for each vertex v in V, such that v u!  do
 6   Find the minimum weighted edge from u to v
 7  end
 8 end
 9 while no more vertices u S!  can be merged do
 10   Merge vertices ( )u U S! 1  to form connected  

  components, called supervertices ( ),svU  using 
minimum weighted edges

 11   Treat supervertices as new vertices, { }S S sv UU,= -

 12 end
 13 for each vertex u in S do
 14  Get the recursive ordering O(u) of the subgraph in u
 15  ( )P P O u! ,

 16 end
 17 for p 1!  to n do
 18  for q 1!  to n do
 19   D D, ,p q P Pp q=)

 20  end
 21 end

Algorithm S4. Parallel VAT [29].

Input : D n n#-  dissimilarity matrix satisfying
    D 0ij $-

    ,D D i jij ji6- =

    D i0ii 6- =

   k -  Dimension of the embedding subspace
Output:  D -lu  Spectrally-mapped and reordered  

 dissimilarity matrix

Algorithm S3. Spectral VAT [18].

 1 Compute a local scale iv  for each object oi

 2  ( , ) ,d o o di i K iKv = =  where oK  is the k th nearest  
 neighbor of oi

 3 Construct weight matrix RW n n! #

 4 Construct diagonal matrix M with |m wn
ii j ij1= =

 5  Construct normalized Laplacian matrix: L M WM/ /1 2 1 2= - -l

 6 Choose , , , ,v v vk1 2 f , the k largest eigenvectors of L
 7 [ , , ] RV v vk

n k
1 f != #

 8 Normalize the rows of V to generate : /V v v vij ij i< <=l l

 9 for i 1!  to n do
 10   i th row of : RV ui

k!l  Consider ui  as k-dimensional  
 embedding space corresponding to oi

 11 end
 12 Construct new distance matrix :D d u uij i j< <= -l l

 13 Apply VAT to Dl  to obtain Dlu
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Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assessment 
of Tendency Family 
The MATLAB implementations for selected algorithms are available on Github [1]. Input : D n n#-  dissimilarity matrix

    a-  minimum cluster size as a fraction of n
Output: k -  the number of dark blocks

 1  Transform D  to Dl  with ,d e1 /
ij

dij= - v-  where v  is a  
  scale parameter obtained by applying Otsu’s 
 algorithm [184] on D

 2 Apply VAT to Dl  to generate RDI I ( )1

 3  Threshold I ( )1  using Otsu’s algorithm [184] to generate  
  binary image I ( )2

 4  Filter I ( )2  using morphological operator with directional  
  “line” structuring elements of size l n1 a=  to obtain 
filtered binary image I ( )3

 5  Perform distance transformation on I ( )3  to obtain a  
  new grayscale image I ( )4  and scale the pixel values 
to [0, 1]

 6  Project pixel values of I ( )4  onto the main diagonal  
  axis of the image to form a projection signal H ( )1

 7  Smooth H ( )1  using simple average filter h  of length  
  l n22 a=  to obtain the filtered signal H ( )2

 8  Compute first-order derivative of H ( )2  to obtain  
  signal H ( )3

 9  Find peak position pi  (positive-to-negative zero-crossing  
  points) and valley position (negative-to-positive zero-
crossing points) in H ( )3

 10  Select major peaks by removing minor peaks and  
  valleys using a filter size of length l n23 a=

 11 k =  number of major peaks

Algorithm S5. Dark Block Extraction [54].

Input : x x xX N, , ,1 2 Nf= -" ,  p-dimensional data points
    k -l  overestimate of actual number of clusters
    n -  approximating sample size
Output:  D n nn #-)l  iVAT reordered dissimilarity matrix of Dn

    : , , ,u X k1 2" f -" ,  cluster membership

 1 Apply siVAT on X returning , , ,SD P dn
)l u

 2 Choose the number of clusters k  using siVAT image
 3 argmaxt d

i k
i

1
=

# #

 4 Form the aligned partition:
 5 : : :u t t t t tk k1 2 1 1f= - -)

-" ,
 6 ;u uS PP ii =

)
u  i k1# #

 7 for x X X XS! = -t t
u  do

 8  ,x xargminj dist s i
i S

=
! u

t" " ,,
 9  u us j=t

 10 end (nearest prototype rule)

Algorithm S7. Clustering Using 
Scalable iVAT (clusiVAT) [79]–[81].

Input : Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

   dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

   Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

   , , ,V v v vn1 2 f= " ,  Distance of xn 1+  from  
    x x x, , ,1 2 Nf" ,
Output: i -  insertion position of xn 1+

     Pn 1 -+  initialization of VAT reordering indices of Dn 1
)
+

     dn 1 -+  initialization of MST cut magnitude order  
 of Dn 1

)
+

     Fn 1 -+  initialization of MST connection indices  
 of Dn 1

)
+

 1 , , ,Y V v v vP P P Pn n1 2 f= = " ,
 2 i n 1= +

 3 ( )argminj V=

 4 for t 1!  to n 1-  do
 5  if min , , ,Y Y Y dt n1 2 tf 1^ h" ,  then
 6   i t 1= +

 7   , , ,argminj Y Y Yt1 2 f= ^ h" ,
 8    break
 9  end
 10 end

 11 , , , ,P P P P n 1n n n n1 i1 2 1f= ++ -" ,
 12 , , , , , , ,mind d d d Y Y Yn n n n i1 1 2 1i1 2 2f f=+ -- ^ h" ,
 13 , , , ,F F F F jn n n n1 i1 2 1f=+ -" ,

Algorithm S8. InsertPosition.Input : x x xX N, , ,1 2 Nf= -" ,  p-dimensional data points
    k -l  overestimate of actual number of clusters
    n -  approximating sample size
Output:  D n nn #-)l  iVAT reordered dissimilarity matrix  

  of Dn

    S -u  indices of samples in Dn

    P -  VAT reordering indices of Dn

    d -  ordering of MST cut magnitudes

 1 Select the indices m of k l  distinguished objects
 2 m 11 =

 3 , , , ,y dist distx x x x1 1 1 Nf= " " ", ,,
 4 for t 2!  to k l  do
 5  , , , ,x xminy y dist m 11 t 1 f= -^ " " ,
 6  , ,x xmin y dist m NN t 1- h" " ,,
 7  { }argmaxm yt

j N
j

1
=

# #

 8 end

 9  Group objects in , , ,x x xX 1 2 Nf= " ,  with their 
 nearest distinguished objects

 10 S S Sk1 2 f 4= = = =l
 11 for t 1!  to N  do
 12  x xargminl dist ,m t

j k1
j=

# #

" " ,,
 13  S S tl l ,= " ,
 14 end

 15  Randomly select data near each distinguished  
 object to form Dn

Algorithm S6. Asymmetric iVAT [13].

 16 for t 1!  to k l  do

 17  
| |

n N
n S

t
t#

= c m
 18  Draw nt  unique random indices St

u  from St

 19 end

 20 ; ,x xS S D dist S Stt

k
n1

= =
=

lu u u u" ,'
 21 Apply VAT to Dn  returning ,Dn

)  P  and d
 22 Apply iVAT to Dn

)  returning D n
)l
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Input :  D n nn #-)l  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for  
 ,Xn  n 2$

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

    , , ,V v v vn1 2 f= " , -  distance of xn 1+  from  
     x x x, , ,1 2 Nf" ,
Output:  ( ) ( )D n n1 1n 1 #- + +)

+  VAT reordered dissimilarity  
  matrix for Xn 1+

    Pn 1 -+  VAT reordering indices of Dn 1
)
+

    dn 1 -+  MST cut magnitude order of Dn 1
)
+

    Fn 1 -+  MST connection indices of Dn 1
)
+

 1 Find the insertion position  i  for xn 1+

 2  ( , , , ) ( , , , )i P d F P d F VInsertPositionn n n n n n1 1 1 =+ + +   
 (algorithm S8)

 3 , , ,A P P Pn n ni i n1 f= +" ,
 4 , , ,C P P Pn n ni1 2 1f= -" ,
 5 \B P Cn=

 6 E 4=

 7 , , ,G i1 2 1f= -" ,
 8 , , ,H F F Fn n ni i n1 f= +" ,
 9  Reorder the remaining points after insertion  

 position
 10 while A 4!  do
 11   , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =+ + +^ h   

 , , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H D P d FIncInsert n n n n n n n1 1 1
)

+ + +^ h
 12  (algorithm S10)
 13 end

 14 D Dn n ,G G=) )

 15 Y YG=)

 16 , , , , , , , ,Y Y Y Y Y Y Y0i i i n1 2 1 1f f=) ) ) ) ) ) )
- +6 @

 17  Dn 1 =)
+ Insert Y )  after i 1th-  row and i 1th-  column  

  of Dn
)

Algorithm S9. Incremental VAT  
(inc-VAT).

Input : Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    Pn 1 -+  VAT reordering indices of Dn 1
)
+

Output: LongestSubsequence ,P Pn n 1+^ h
1 for j 1!  to n  do
2  if P Pn n 1j " +  then
3   break
4  end
5 end

6 LongestSubsequence , , , ,P P P P Pn n n n n1 j1 2 1f=+ -^ h " ,

Algorithm S11. LongestSubsequence

Input :  z1 -  minimum distance from G1 
    w1 -  closest point index from G1
    v1 -  MST connection index from G1
1 Input—Output: , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1+ + +

2 , ;P P wn n1 1 1=+ +" ,  , ;d d zn n1 1 1=+ +" ,  ,F F vn n1 1 1=+ +" ,
3 ,G G Pos w1= ^ h" ,
4 C =  LongestSubsequence ,P Pn n 1+^ h  (algorithm S11)
5 \B P Cn=

6 while length H length B2^ ^h h  do
7  delete H1

8 end

9 delete w1  from A

Algorithm S12. Procedure M1.

Algorithm S10. IncInsert.

Input : D n nn #-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for Xn

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

 1 Input—Output: , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1+ + +

 2 
arg

z d
w B
v P P

Minimum distance,closest
point index,andMST

connection index from G1

n

n n

1

1 1

1 1

( )Pos B

H

11

1

=

=

= =+

-

^ h

_

`

a

bb

b

 3 
( )minz Y

w A
v i 2

Minimum distance,closest point
index,andMST connection

index fromG
( )argmin

A

Y

2

2

2

A

=

=

=

4

 4 
( , )

( )

min
argmin

arg

z D
j k D
w A
v P E 3

Minimum distance,
closest point index,

andMST connection
index from G

n

n

j

n k

3

3

3 1

( ), ( )

( ), ( )

Pos A Pos E

Pos A Pos E

=

=

=

= =

)

)

+

^
^

h
h
_

`

a

b
bb

b
b

 5 , ,minz z z z1 2 3= ^ h

 6 switch z  do
 7  case z1  do
 8    , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =+ + +^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H z w vM1 n n n1 1 1 1 1 1+ + +^ h
 9  (algorithm S12)
 10  end
 11  case z2  do
 12    , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =+ + +^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H z w vM2 n n n1 1 1 2 2 2+ + +^ h
 13  (algorithm S13)
 14  end
 15  case z3  do
 16    , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =+ + +^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H z w v3M n n n1 1 1 3 3 3+ + +^ h
 17  (algorithm S14)
 18  end
 19 end

Algorithm S13. Procedure M2.

Input :  z2 -  minimum distance from G2 
    w2 -  closest point index from G2
    v2 -  MST connection index from G2
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Input :  z3 -  minimum distance from G3 
    w3 -  closest point index from G3
    v3 -  MST connection index from G3

 1 Input—Output: , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1+ + +

 2 , ;P P wn n1 1 3=+ +" ,  , ;d d zn n1 1 3=+ +" ,  ,F F vn n1 1 3=+ +" ,
 3 ,G G Pos w3= ^ h" ,
 4 if w A13 =  then
 5  C =  LongestSubsequence ,P Pn n 1+^ h  (algorithm S11)
 6  \B P Cn=

 7  while length H length B2^ ^h h  do
 8   delete H1

 9  end
 10  \\E P n C1n 1= ++ " ,
 11 else
 12  ,E E w3= " ,
 13 end

 14 delete w3  from A

Algorithm S14. Procedure M3.

Input :  D n n1 1n 1 #- + +)
+ ^ ^h h  inc-VAT reordered  

   dissimilarity matrix for Xn 1+

    D n nn #-)l  iVAT dissimilarity matrix for Xn

     i -  insertion index of the new data point xn 1+   
  in Pn 1+

Output:  )D n n1 1n 1 #+ +-+l ^ ^h h  inc-iVAT dissimilarity  
  matrix for Xn 1+

1 , , ,c i1 2 1f= -" ,
2 ) )D Dn n1cc cc=+l l

3 for r i!  to n 1+  do
4  argminj D

m r
n

1 1
1rm= )

# # -
+" ,

5  )D Dn n1 1r r= )
+ +j jl

6  , , , \c r j1 2 1f= -" ", ,
7  ) ),{ }maxD D Dn n n1 1 1rc rj jc= )

+ + +l l

8  ) )D Dn n1 1rc cr=+ +l l

9 end

Algorithm S15. Incremental iVAT  
(inc-iVAT).

 1 Input-Output: , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1+ + +

 2 , ;P P wn n1 1 2=+ +" ,  , ;d d zn n1 1 2=+ +" ,  ,F F vn n1 1 2=+ +" ,
 3 ,G G Pos w2= ^ h" ,
 4 if w A2 1=  then
 5  C =  LongestSubsequence ,P Pn n 1+^ h  (algorithm S11)
 6  \B P Cn=

 7  while length H length B2^ ^h h  do
 8   delete H1

 9  end
 10  \\E P n C1n 1= ++ " ,
 11 else
 12  ,E E w2= " ,
 13 end

 14 delete w2  from A

Input : D n nn #-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for Xn

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

    xp -  point to remove
Output:  D n n1 1*

n 1 #- - -- ^ ^h h  VAT reordered dissimilarity  
  matrix for Xn 1-

    Pn 1 --  VAT reordering indices of Dn 1
)
-

    dn 1 -- MST cut magnitude order of Dn 1
)
-

    Fn 1 -- MST connection indices of Dn 1
)
-

 1 Find the position i  of xp  in Pn

 2 argi P pn= =^ h
 3  Find the data points J^ h  and their indices I^ h  in 

,Pn that are connected to xp  in the MST of Dn
)

 4 ;argI F in= =^ h  J PnI=

 5 if J 4=  then
 6    , , , , ,D P d F D PLeafNodeRemoven n n n n n1 1 1 1 =) )

- - - -^ ^h   
 , ,d F in n h  (algorithm S17)

 7 else
 8   if i Pn1=  then
 9     ;P Pn n1 2=- " , ;dn 1 4=- F 1n 1 =- " ,
 10     , , ,A P P Pn n nn3 4 f= " ,
 11     ,C P Pn n1 2= " ,
 12     \B P Cn=

 13     E 4=

 14     { }G 2=
 15     , , ,H F F Fn n nn3 4 f= " ,
 16     ;argk J Pn2= =^ h  delete Jk

 17   else
 18      , , , ;P P P Pn n n n1 i1 2 1f=- -" ,  , , , ;d d d dn n n n1 i1 2 2f=- -" ,  

, , ,F F F Fn n n n1 i1 2 1f=- -" ,
 19     , , ,A P P Pn n ni i n1 2 f= + +" ,
 20     , , ,C P P Pn n ni1 2 f= " ,
 21     \B P Cn=

 22     E 4=

 23     , , ,G i1 2 1f= -" ,
 24     , , ,H F F Fn n ni i n1 2 f= + +" ,
 25   end

 26   while A 4!  do
 27     if B J1 1=  then
 28       , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H Jn n n1 1 1 =- - -^ h  

 , , , , , , , ,,BA E P d F G H JSpecialInsert n n n1 1 1- - -^  
  , , ,D P d Fn n n n

) h  (algorithm S18)
 29     else
 30       , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =- - -^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,B EA P d F G H D PDecInsert n n n n n1 1 1
)

- - -^  
  ,d Fn nh  (algorithm S19)

 31     end
 32   end
 33   D Dn n1 ,G G=) )

-

 34 end

Algorithm S16. Decremental VAT  
(dec-VAT).
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Input : D n nn #-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for Xn

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

    i -  Position of leaf node xp  in Pn

Output:  D n n1 1*
n 1 #- - -- ^ ^h h  VAT reordered dissimilarity  

  matrix for Xn 1-

    Pn 1 --  VAT reordering indices of Dn 1
)
-

    dn 1 -- MST cut magnitude order of Dn 1
)
-

    Fn 1 -- MST connection indices of Dn 1
)
-

 1 Initialize , , ,P F d Dand n n n n1 1 1 1
)

- - - -

 2 P Pn n1 =-
 3 F Fn n1 =-

 4 d dn n1 =-
 5 D Dn n1 =) )

-

 6 Delete the elements corresponding to xp

 7 delete Pn 1 i-

 8 delete Fn 1 i-

 9 argK F in 12= -^ h
 10 F F 1n n1 1K K= -- -

 11 delete dn 1 i 1- -

 12 delete i th  row and i th  column of Dn 1
)
-

Algorithm S17. LeafNodeRemove.

Input : D n nn #-)  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for Xn

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

 1 Input—Output: , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H Jn n n1 1 1- - -

 2 minz Dn , ( )G Pos A= )^ h
 3 , argminj k Dn , ( )G Pos A= )^ ^h h
 4 w Aj=

 5 argv P Gn k1= =-^ h
 6 ,P P wn n1 1=- -" ,
 7 ,d d zn n1 1=- -" ,
 8 ,F F vn n1 1=- -" ,
 9 ,G G Pos w= ^ h" ,
 10 if w J!  then
 11  delete w from A
 12  if w J1=  then
 13   C = LongestSubsequence , ,P P in n 1-^ h" ,  
 (algorithm S11)
 14   \B P Cn=

 15   while length H length B2^ ^h h  do
 16    delete H1

 17   end
 18  end
 19  delete w from J
 20 else
 21  ,E E w= " ,
 22 end

Algorithm S18. SpecialInsert.

Input : D n nn #-)l  VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix for Xn

    Pn -  VAT reordering indices of Dn
)

    dn -  MST cut magnitude order of Dn
)

    Fn -  MST connection indices of Dn
)

 1 Input—Output: , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1- - -

 2 
arg

z d
w B
v P P

Minimum distance,closest
point index,andMST

connection index from G1

n

n n

1

1 1

1 1

( )Pos B

H

11

1

=

=

= =-

-

^ h

_

`

a

bb

b

 3 
( , )

( )

min
argmin

arg

z D
j k D
w A
v P E 3

Minimum distance,
closest point index,

andMST connection
index from G

n

n

j

n k

3

3

3 1

( ), ( )

( ), ( )

Pos A Pos E

Pos A Pos E

=

=

=

= =

)

)

-

^
^

h
h
_

`

a

b
bb

b
b

 4 ,minz z z1 3= ^ h
 5 switch z  do
 6  case z1  do
 7    , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =- - -^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H z w vM1 n n n1 1 1 1 1 1+- -^ h
 8  (algorithm S12)
 9  end
 10  case z2  do
 11    , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G Hn n n1 1 1 =- - -^ h  

 , , , , , , , , , ,A B E P d F G H z w v3M n n n1 1 1 3 3 3- - -^ h
 12  (algorithm S14)
 13  end
 14 end

Algorithm S19. DecInsert.

Input :  D n n1 1n 1 #- - -)
- ^ ^h h  dec-VAT reordered  

   dissimilarity matrix for Xn 1-

    D n nn #-)l  iVAT dissimilarity matrix for Xn

     i -  insertion index of the new data point xp   
  in Pn

Output:  )D n n1 1n 1 #- ---l ^ ^h h  inc-iVAT dissimilarity  
  matrix for Xn 1-

1 , , ,c i1 2 1f= -" ,
2 ) )D Dn n1cc cc=-l l

3 for r i!  to n 1-  do
4  argminj D

m r
n

1 1
1rm= )

# # -
-" ,

5  )D Dn n1 1r r= )
- -j jl

6  , , , \c r j1 2 1f= -" ", ,
7  ) ),{ }maxD D Dn n n1 1 1rc rj jc= )

- - -l l

8  ) )D Dn n1 1rc cr=- -l l

9 end

Algorithm S20. Decremental iVAT  
(dec-iVAT). 
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Input : , ,x xX RN
p

1 f 1= -" ,  High dimensional big data
    k -l  Overestimate of true number of clusters
    n -  Number of approximated samples
    a-  A fraction of N, 0 11 1a
Output: )D - siVATn n +#l reordered dissimilarity matrix

 1 % % MMRS+  Sampling % %
 2 //  Select the indices m  of k l  distinguished MM objects
 3 M 4=

 4 Randomly select the initial object, x Xm0!

 5 M M xm0! , " ,
 6 for i 2=  to k l  do
 7  Randomly generate n Ns a= ^ h  sized sample Y from X
 8   , ,y yY ( ) ( ) ( )i i

n
i

1 sf= " ,
 9   Compute distance of each data point of sample Y ( )i to the closest element of existing M, , , , ,minz r r r( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i

m
i

m
i

m
i

1 1 1i1 2 f= ^ " ,  
, , , , ,min r r r( ) ( ) ( )

m
i

m
i

m
i

2 2 2i1 2 f f" , , , , , ,min r r r z z( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m n
i

m n
i

m n
i i

n
i

1s s i s s1 2 f f= ^h h" ,
 10  argmaxm z( )

i j n j
i

1 s= ) # #  //  Choose the farthest  (distinguished) object in Y ( )i  from existing M
 11  M M x( )mi! , " ,  //  Update M with new  distinguished object ,x( )mi  where mi =^ h  index of y ( )

m
i

i  in X
 12 end
 13 //  Group ns  random objects in O  with its nearest distinguished object
 14 Randomly generate ns  sized (intermediate) sample Sint

 15  Compute wit -  distance of each distinguished object m Mi !  to each data point S int!

 16 ....Z Z Zk1 2 4= = =l
 17 for t 1=  to ns  do
 18  argminl wi k it1= ) # # l " ,
 19  Z Z tl l ,= " ,
 20 end
 21 //  Randomly select data from Sint  near each distinguished point to obtain the n  number of samples
 22 , , ,uu /n n Z n i k1 2i i s# f= = l^ h
 23  Draw ni  unique random indices from Zi  to build sample Zil

 24 S Zi
i

k

1

=
=

l
l

'
 25 %% Cluster Assessment %%
 26 Compute ,D dist x xn S S= ^ h
 27 Apply VAT/iVAT on ,Dn  returning , ,P cDn

)l  (MST edge cuts)
 28 Choose the number of clusters k  using image of Dn

)l

Algorithm S21. siVAT+ [78].

Input : , ,x xX RN
p

1 f 1= -" ,  High dimensional big data
    q -  down-space dimension
    k -l  Overestimate of true number of clusters
    n -  Number of approximated samples
    Q -  number of random projections (RPs)
Output: )D -n n#l FensiVAT reordered dissimilarity matrix

 1 % % data set generation in down space % %
 2  Generate down-space data sets Y RN q1 #  using ,/Y q XT1= _ i  where T Rp q! #  is a random matrix
 3 % % Near-MMRS Sampling: MMRS on Y % %
 4 Randomly select the first distinguished object xm0

 5  Distance of xm0  from N points, , , , , , ,....z z z dist x x dist x x r rN m m N m m N1 1 10 0 0 0f f= = =^ ^ ^ ^h h h h" ,
 6 Calculate the distance of xmj  from N points, ( , )....r rm m N1j j

 7 for i 1=  to k l  do
 8  , , , ,min minz z r z rm N m N1 1i i1 1! f- -^ h" ", ,
 9  argmaxm zi j N j1= ) # #

 10 end
 11 Group each object in O  with its nearest distinguished object
 12 ....Z Z Zk1 2 4= = =l

Algorithm S22. Fast Ensemble siVAT (FensiVAT) [91].
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 13 for t 1=  N do
 14  argminl ri k m t1 i= ) # # l " ,
 15  Z Z tl l ,= " ,
 16 end
 17  Randomly select data near each distinguished point to obtain the n  number of samples
 18 , , ,uu /n n Z N i k1 2i i# f= = l^ h
 19 Draw ni  unique random indices from Zi  to build sample Zil

 20 S Zd i
i

k

1

=
=

l
l

'
 21 % % Ensemble method to obtain a reliable iVAT image % %
 22  Generate ,Q  down-space data sets  S R,d i i

Q q
11=" ,  from S Ru

p1  ,S Sd u"^ h  using random matrices ,T Ri i
Q q q

1!
#

=" ,  
 u u u uS S nu d= =

 23 Compute distance matrices D ,d i i
Q

1=" ,  from S ,d i i
Q

1=" ,
 24 D 0,n d !  (Initialize a n n#  distance matrix)
 25 for t 1=  Q do
 26  W NormalizeRows D ,i d i= ^ h
 27  /V W W1 2i i i

T= +^ h
 28  D D V, ,n d n d i= +

 29 end
 30 Apply VAT/iVAT on D ,n d  returning , ,D P c,n d

)l

 31 Choose the number of clusters k using image of D ,n d
)l

 32 % % Clustering % %
 33 Find indices u  of k largest values in MST cut magnitudes c
 34 Form the aligned partition, : : : ,U u u u u uk k1 2 1 1f= - -)

-" ,  ,U US Pu i= )  i k1# #
 35 Generate down-space data sets Y Ri i

Q q
11=" ,  using RP, uuY Ni =

 36 for each Yi  do
 37   Consider sample Y R( )

S
i q
d 1  and ,Y Y R( )

i S
i q
d 1-  where ,uuY n( )

S
i
d =  and uuY Y N n( )

i S
i
d- = -  for each data point, y Y Y ( )

i S
i
d! -t  do

 38   ,argminl dist y y i S id= ! t" " ,,
 39   U U( )

y
i

l=t
 40  end
 41 end
 42 U =Mode of labels for each data points U ( )

y
i
t

Algorithm S23. Coclustering VAT (coVAT) [94].

Input : D m n#-  rectangular dissimilarity matrix
Output:  , , ,DD D cr

) t t  and Dr c -,
t  reordered dissimilarity matrices

 1  Build estimates of Dr  and Dc  by interpreting the m rows and n columns of D  as the feature vector representing m row  
 objects and n column objects, respectively

 2  D
D
D

D
Dr c

r

T
c

=, ; E
 3  Apply VAT to Dr c,  generating permutation array , ,P P P m nP 1 2r c f= +, ^ ^ ^h h h" ,
 4 Initialize ;rc cc 0= =  RP CP 0= =

 5 for t 1!  to m n+  do
 6  if P t m#^ h  then
 7   ,rc rc rc1= +  is row component
 8   ,RP rc P t RP=^ ^h h  are row indices
 9  else
 10   ,cc cc cc1= +  is column component
 11   ,CP cc P t m CP= -^ ^h h  are column indices
 12  end
 13 end
 14 for p 1!  to m do
 15  for q 1!  to n do
 16    D D, ,p q RP CPp q=)

 17  end
 18 end
 19 Create I D )^ h
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Visual Assessment of Clustering Tendency 
The VAT algorithm, introduced in [11], is a method for visu-
ally assessing the clustering tendency in a set of objects 

, , , ,O o o on1 2 f= " ,  whether they are represented by object 
feature vectors or numerical pairwise dissimilarity values. 
The input matrix ,D  generally any dissimilarity matrix, 
but usually a pairwise distance matrix built from vector 
data inputs, is reordered to obtain D)  using a modified 
Prim’s algorithm. The image ( ),I D)  when displayed as a 
grayscale image, shows possible clusters as dark blocks 
along the diagonal. The pseudocode for VAT is given in 
algorithm S1 in “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belong-
ing to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family.” 

Our first example replicates part of [13, Fig. 2]. Fig-
ure 1(a) is a scatterplot of three subsets, ,X1  ,X2  and ,X3  
drawn from Gaussian distributions centered at (0, 0), (3, 4), 
and (6, 0), with cardinalities of ,X 7501; ;=  ,,X 75012; ;=  

, ,X 02 503; ;=  respectively. All three distributions had the 
same covariance matrix:

.
. .

0 1
0

0
0 1iR = ; E

Figure 1(b) is the VAT image of the Euclidean distance matrix 
,DE  whose ijth entry is the Euclidean distance 

.d x x,E ij i j< <= -  The structure of the data in Figure 1(a) is 
represented in Figure 1(b) by the three dark diagonal blocks. 
For the three compact, well-separated clusters in ,X  the 
sizes of the three blocks in the VAT image correspond exactly 
to the cardinalities of the three subsets, beginning with the 
largest block for X3  at the top, X2  in the middle, and X1  at 
the bottom. This shows how the VAT image can suggest both 
the number and sizes of clusters in the data. In addition, the 
VAT image in Figure 1(b) depends on the choice of distance 
used to build the input dissimilarity matrix. A change in the 
metric might result in a different VAT image for the same data 
set, which explains the explicit notation ( ( ))I D XE

)  for the 

image in Figure 1(b). However, we will usually use Euclidean 
distance, so we suppress the set X  and subscript E  unless 
clarity demands it.

Improvements in the VAT RDI for Complex  
Cluster Structure and Noisy Data
Although VAT can often provide a useful estimate of the 
number of clusters in a data set that have globular compact 
separated clusters, the VAT image can often be inconclusive, 
especially if the cluster structure in the data set is complex. 
To illustrate this point, Figure 2(a) and (b) shows two data 

Input : D m n#-  rectangular dissimilarity matrix
Output:  , ,DD r

)) t  and Dc -t  Reordered dissimilarity  
  matrices

1  Build estimates of Dr  and Dc  by interpreting the  
  m rows and n columns of D  as the feature vector 
representing m row objects and n column objects 
respectively

2  Apply VAT to Dr  generating permutation array  
 , ,RP RP P P m1 2 f= ^ ^ ^h h h" ,

3  Apply VAT to Dc  generating permutation array  
 , ,CP CP C C n1 2 f= ^ ^ ^h h h" ,

4 for p 1!  to m do
5  for q 1!  to n do
6   D D, ,p q RP CPp q=))

7  end
8 end
9 Create I D ))^ h

Algorithm S24. coVAT2 [95], [96].

Input :  D m n#-  rectangular dissimilarity matrix, M and  
 N are large

     c -l An overestimate of the true but unknown  
 number of clusters c

    m - Row sample size
    n - column sample size
Output: Dm n -#

) scoVAT reordered dissimilarity matrix

1  Build estimates of [ ]  Dr M M#  and [ ]Dc N N#  by interpreting  
  the M rows and N columns of D  as the feature vector 
representing M row objects and N column objects 
respectively

2 Apply siVAT on [ ]Dr M M#  returning m sampled rows
3 Apply siVAT on [ ]Dc N N#  returning n sampled rows
4  Build Dm n#  by extracting m sampled rows and n sampled  

 columns from DM N#

5 Apply coVAT on Dm n#

Algorithm S25. Scalable coVAT 
(scoVAT) [98].
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1
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1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. The data scatterplots and VAT images for 
the two data sets: (a) a three-line data set, (b) a 
three-ring data set, (c) ( )I D*  for the three-line data 
set, and (d) ( )I D*  for the three-ring data set.
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sets consisting of data points along three parallel lines and 
three concentric circles. Most human observers would 
agree that the three lines and rings in Figure 2(a) and (b) 
constitute three clusters. Their VAT images are shown in 
Figure 2(c) and (d), respectively, and neither image gives 
any indication about the presence of three clusters in these 
two data sets. The problem for VAT images of these two 
data sets is that the clusters are not “clouds” of points; rath-
er, they are “stringy.” To alleviate this problem, a variety of 
improvements have been proposed in the literature. These 
fall into two major categories: one uses graph-based dis-
tances, and the other involves spectral graph theory. These 
two approaches are discussed next.

Wang et al. [14] proposed an improved VAT (iVAT) meth-
od to enhance the RDI generated by the VAT algorithm by 
transforming the input dissimilarity matrix with a path-
based distance measure. The path-based dissimilarity 
measure is based on the idea that, if two objects oi  and oj  
are very far from each other (reflected by a large distance 
value ),di j  but there is a path connecting them through a 
sequence of other objects, such that the distances between 
any two successive objects are small, then di j  should be 
adjusted to a smaller value to reflect this connection. This 
adjustment reflects the idea that, no matter how far the 
distance between two objects may be, they should be con-
sidered as coming from one cluster if they are connected 
by a set of successive objects forming dense regions 
(reflecting the characteristic of elongated clusters). 

An efficient formulation of the iVAT algorithm (based 
on recursion), which significantly reduces its computation-
al complexity from ( )O n3  (for the iVAT implementation 
presented in [14]) to ( )O n2  was proposed by Havens and 
Bezdek [15]. Their iVAT implementation begins by first 
finding the VAT reordered dissimilarity matrix D)  and 
then transforming the input distances in the distance 
matrix [ ]D dij=) )  by path-based minimax distances 

[ ],D d ij=) )l l  given by

 ,min maxd D [ ] [ ]ij
p P h p

p h p h
1

1
ij

=) )

! # #; ;
+l  (1)

where P i j  is the set of all paths from object ( )i oi  to object 
( )oj j  in the VAT-generated MST of O. This formulation is 

not only computationally efficient, but it also retains a 
direct relationship between the VAT and iVAT images, thus 
making it feasible to directly extract single-linkage (SL) 
clusters from the iVAT image. This improved version of VAT 
now appears in almost all of the literature based on algo-
rithms in the VAT family. The pseudocode for iVAT is given 
in algorithm S2 of “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms 
Belonging to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family.” 

Figure 3 shows the iVAT images of the two data sets 
shown in Figure 2(a) and (b). Both iVAT images give a clear 
and accurate portrayal of the structure of the input data 
and suggest the presence of three clusters by three dark 
blocks along the diagonal. Again, the sizes of the three 
dark blocks indicate the relative sizes of the three clusters 
in the data.

As opposed to iVAT, which first uses the VAT algorithm 
on the raw distance matrix and then uses a graph-based 
distance to improve the RDI quality, an alternate approach 
was employed in [16] and [17] that first transforms the raw 
distance matrix before feeding it to the VAT algorithm. Mar-
kov random-field VAT (MrfVAT), proposed in [16], modifies 
the input-distance matrix using Markov random fields, 
which updates each object with its local information 
dynamically and maximizes a global probability measure. 

Similarly, the approach presented in [17] takes a refined 
co-association matrix, which was originally used in ensem-
ble clustering, as an initial similarity matrix and transforms 
it by a path-based measure before applying it to VAT. These 
methods can deal with data sets that have complex cluster 
structures (where VAT is likely to fail) and can reveal the 
relationship of clusters hierarchically. The  MrfVAT images of 
the two complex data sets shown in Figure 2(a) and (b) are 
similar to the iVAT images shown in Figure 3. Since the dif-
ferences between the iVAT and  MrfVAT images for the three-
line and three-ring data sets are indistinguishable to the 
human eye, they are not included in this article.

Another set of algorithms that improve VAT-generated 
RDIs are based on spectral graph theory. The spectral VAT 
(SpecVAT) algorithm [18] addresses the limitation of VAT in 
highlighting the complex cluster structure present in a data 
set by first mapping the raw distance matrix D  to a graph 
embedding space Dl  before reordering it by using the VAT 
algorithm. SpecVAT first converts D  to a weighted affinity 
matrix and then performs spectral decomposition of the 
normalized Laplacian of the weighted affinity matrix. It 
then transforms the original feature vector representation 
of data points using the k  largest eigenvectors. The VAT 
algorithm applied to the transformed representation of the 
data points produces RDIs that have much sharper contrast 
between dark blocks along the diagonal and the remaining 
pixels in the image. The output of the SpecVAT algorithm is 
a set of images (corresponding to different values of )k  
from which we can visually choose a “best” SpecVAT image 
in terms of clarity and block structure.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The iVAT images for the two data sets in 
Figure 2(a) and (b): (a) ( )I D *l  for the three-line data 
set and (b) ( )I D *l  for the three-ring data set.
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One way to choose the best from among SpecVAT imag-
es is to consider their grayscale histograms, which should 
include two explicit modalities in the distributions, corre-
sponding to within-cluster distances (diagonal dark-block 
regions) and between-cluster distances (off-diagonal 

non-dark-block regions). The ideal scenario would have a 
narrow distribution for each modality and a large distance 
between the two modalities. Figure 4 shows the SpecVAT 
images and their grayscale histograms for the three-ring 
data set [Figure 2(b)] for , , , .k 1 2 5f= " ,  The SpecVAT 
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Figure 4. The SpecVAT images and their grayscale histograms for different values of k  for the three-ring  
data set [Figure 2(b)]: (a) specVAT image (k = 1), (b) specVAT image (k = 2), (c) specVAT image (k = 3),  
(d) specVAT image histogram (k = 1), (e) specVAT image histogram (k = 2), (f) specVAT image histogram  
(k = 3), (g) specVAT image (k = 4), (h) specVAT image (k = 5), (i) specVAT image histogram (k = 4), and (j) 
specVAT image histogram (k = 5).
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image corresponding to k 3=  is the clearest, with maximum 
contrast between the diagonal dark blocks and the nondiago-
nal white region. The visual suggestion is that the most likely 
number of clusters in the data set is .k 3=  The pseudocode 
for SpecVAT is given in algorithm S3 of “Pseudocode for Vari-
ous Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assessment of Ten-
dency Family.” We will return to SpecVAT in “Applications of 
the VAT Family to Different Domains,” where we discuss the 
extended SpecVAT (E-SpecVAT) algorithm [19].

Another factor that significantly deteriorates the quali-
ty of the VAT image is the presence of noise (especially inli-
ers: bridge points between clusters). This shortcoming of 
VAT is inherited from the SL algorithm, which is the back-
bone of VAT reordering. SL has a well-known defect called 
the chaining effect [20], which happens when a few points 
form a bridge between two clusters, causing an SL to (mis-
takenly) join the two clusters into one. This chaining effect 
makes SL and, therefore, VAT sensitive to noise and bridge 
points (inliers). 

Excerpted from [21], Figure 5(a) shows a data set W  con-
sisting of two well-separated clusters (X  shown by green 
and brown points) and three inliers (the bridging points 
between the clusters) , ,w w w1 2 3" ,  added to it (shown in 
black). The iVAT image of W  is displayed in Figure 5(b), 
which weakly suggests the presence of three clusters in the 
data set. A solution to this problem was proposed by Kumar 
et al. in [21], who used three new approaches to detect and 
remove the inliers. The first method, distance modification 
with local outlier factor (LOF) (DM )LOF  adjusts the distance 
values using LOF scores so that the influence of inliers on 
subsequent processing is reduced or eliminated. The other 
two methods are data-removal approaches based on LOF and 
maximin sampling anomaly scores, DRLOF  and .DRMM  These 
two schemes identify and remove the inliers (data cleansing) 
before subsequent processing begins. Figure 5(c)–(e) shows 
the modified iVAT images after applying these three methods; 
all three images now correctly indicate the presence of two 
clusters in the data set.

Extension of VAT to Asymmetric/Incomplete 
 Dissimilarity Input Data
VAT and the subsequent RDI enhancement techniques dis-
cussed in the previous section require complete information 

about the distance matrix between the data points and 
require it to be symmetric for their respective algorithms to 
work. The symmetric requirement for the distance matrix 
assumes that a distance measure between two data points 
(say, oi  and )oj  is commutative, that is, ( , ) ( , ).d o o d o oi j j i=  
However, for many applications, there are dissimilarity mea-
sures, which are not symmetric, such as ( , ) ( , ).d o o d o oi j j i!

This asymmetry of D  is common in social network 
data, where relationships are not reciprocal, and in other 
domains, such as bioinformatics, where the popular basic-
local-alignment search tool similarity [22] between biologi-
cal sequences, such as the amino acid sequences of 
proteins or the nucleotides of DNA or RNA sequences, is 
not symmetric. Sampson’s monastery data [23] is an exam-
ple of this type. For these data, Breiger et al. [24] give the 
relationship from Bonhaven to Ambrose the value 2, but 
the value from Ambrose to Bonhaven in the opposite 
direction is 1. An extension of the VAT/iVAT algorithms to 
asymmetric matrices [called asymmetric iVAT (asiVAT)] 
was proposed by Havens et al. [25]. The extension is based 
on replacing the asymmetric input data with its unique 
least-squared error approximation by a symmetric matrix. 
Given an asymmetric distance matrix ,D  the asiVAT algo-
rithm first generates a symmetric approximation of D  as 

( )/D D D 2T! +  before applying VAT/iVAT to the (symmet-
ric) transformed matrix.

Another challenge when determining the clustering ten-
dency of many social network data is that, usually, the 
relational matrix is incomplete; that is, the dissimilarity 
between many pairs of objects cannot be determined, and 
these missing values prohibit the direct application of 
VAT/iVAT to such data. For example, for Sampson’s monas-
tery data, some relationships are “missing,” giving rise to 
an incomplete input-distance matrix. According to Was-
serman and Faust [26], this is the most common form of 
social network data. 

The karate-club scenario is another popular real-life 
example of social network data with missing values [27]. 
This famous data set is an asymmetric social network that 
links 34 members of a university karate club. There are 156 
links and 1,000 missing values. VAT/iVAT RDIs formed from 
incomplete data do not offer a very rich interpretation of 
cluster structure. To address this problem, Park et al. [28] 

w2
w3

w1

(b) (c) (d) (e)(a)

Figure 5. The application of iVAT, ,DM LOF  ,DRLOF  and DRMM  to a data set with inliers: (a) { , , },W X w w w1 2 3,=  
(b) the iVAT image ( )I D *l  of ,W  (c) DM LOF  of ,W  (d) DRLOF  of ,W  and (e)  DRMM  of .W  (Source: Kumar et al. [21].)
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proposed that the input-distance matrix should be complet-
ed using various matrix imputation techniques, such as 
sampling from a given distribution, prediction from regress-
ing over the known values (kernel regression, bootstrapped 
regression, and so on), and a combination of sampling and 
regression, before applying VAT/iVAT.

Parallelized VAT Algorithm
The VAT algorithm, although helpful in determining the 
cluster structure in the data visually, has an ( )O n2  compu-
tational complexity and becomes computationally prohibi-
tive for even a moderately sized data set (e.g., a data set 
with 20,000 points). In recent years, the graphics processing 
unit (GPU) has emerged as an inexpensive, energy-conserv-
ing, and highly efficient single-instruction, multiple-threads 
parallel-computing device, and it can be found in many 
mainstream desktop computers and workstations.

Parveen and Sreevalsan-Nair [29] were the first to pro-
pose a parallel implementation of VAT (pVAT). The original 
implementation of VAT used Prim’s algorithm for con-
structing the minimum spanning tree (MST) to find the 
permutation order of elements in the distance matrix. 
However, for the parallel implementation in [29], the 
authors used Boruvka’s algorithm [30] to find the MST, as 
implemented in [31], on a GPU. The pVAT algorithm 
obtained the same reordered image as VAT while providing 
a speed of up to six orders of magnitude faster. The 
pseudocode for pVAT is given in algorithm S4 of “Pseudo-
code for Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visual 
Assessment of Tendency Family.” 

The massively parallel computing capability of CUDA-
enabled GPUs was exploited by Meng and Yuan [32] to 
develop a GPU-accelerated VAT, which improved the com-
putational efficiency of VAT using a parallel implementa-
tion. Along similar lines, edge-based VAT (eVAT), an 
edge-based algorithm that can replicate the output of iVAT 
[14] but is more efficient and more suitable for parallelism, 
was proposed by Meng and Yuan in [33]. They also 

proposed a parallel scheme to accelerate eVAT using the 
NVIDIA GPU and CUDA architecture.

Clustering Algorithms Based on VAT
The VAT algorithm and its modifications help determine 
whether there is a cluster structure in the data and, if so, 
how many clusters to look for. Based on visual information 
contained in the VAT RDI, any clustering algorithm can be 
used to find the suggested clusters (say )k  in the data. 
However, since generating a VAT RDI requires finding the 
MST of the data points, a natural choice for the clustering 
algorithm is SL hierarchical clustering [5], which simply 
requires cutting the k 1-  longest edges of the MST to gen-
erate k  clusters. A paper by Havens et al. [34] explored the 
relationship between the VAT algorithm and SL hierarchi-
cal clustering and showed that the VAT reordering of dis-
similarity data is directly related to the clusters produced 
by the SL hierarchical clustering.

To illustrate the relationship between iVAT and SL clus-
tering, the example shown in Figure 6 is excerpted from 
[35]. Figure 6(a) is a set of 10 waveforms, ,X10  each repre-
sented by a sample vector of p 48=  equally spaced values. 
The waveform labeled x4  is visually anomalous to the 
other nine graphs. Figure 6(b) is the iVAT image of X10  
made from the 10 10#  matrix of Euclidean distances 
between pairs of waveform vectors. The integers along the 
borders of the iVAT image of X10  show the identity of each 
pixel after iVAT reordering. Waveform x4  is isolated in a 
single 1 1#  dark block in the lower right corner of Fig-
ure 6(b). This illustrates the potential of an iVAT image to 
suggest anomalies in the input data. 

This iVAT image also depicts the other nine waveforms 
as members of a second large cluster. Moreover, the image 
suggests a hierarchical substructure within the 9 9#  
block. The intensities in the highlighted (6, 10) pair sug-
gests that these two waveforms are most closely related, 
followed by the (5, 7) and then (3, 9) pairs. These internal 
pairings are a bit hard to see in Figure 6(b), but if you look 
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closely, they are there. The SL hierarchy is easily extracted 
by applying a back pass that cuts edges in the iVAT MST 
that reordered .X10  Figure 6(c) includes a dendrogram of 
the clusters produced by extracting the SL hierarchy of 
clusters this way. We see that the anomalous waveform 
( )x4  is reluctant to join the SL hierarchy, coming in as the 
last merger on the dendrogram. The evolution of clusters 
in Figure 6(c) is clearly visible in the iVAT image. Fig-
ure 6(b) and (c) makes the relationship between iVAT and 
SL quite transparent: an iVAT image can be interpreted as 
a visual front end to SL clustering.

Although SL is a natural clustering algorithm to use 
after VAT reordering because it does not require any addi-
tional computation, other choices have also been applied 
in the literature. Fuzzy clustering algorithms, such as 
fuzzy c-means, were used in [36]–[39] after clustering ten-
dency was visually assessed with the VAT algorithm. Hath-
away et al. [36] extend the popular kernelized clustering 
algorithms to relational data by proposing a kernelized 
form of the non-Euclidean relational fuzzy c-means algo-
rithm using a VAT image as a preliminary step for cluster-
ing. Sledge et al. [37] used VAT images to determine the 
number of clusters in the data set before applying their 
reformulated fuzzy possibilistic c-means (PCM) algorithm, 
which can be applied to A-norm relational data.

Some VAT-based clustering algorithms have also been 
proposed in the literature. Prasad and Reddy [40] extended 
VAT as a complete clustering method called the visualized 
clustering approach (VCA) by using a Khun–Munkres func-
tion (a combinatorial optimization algorithm that solves the 
assignment problem in polynomial time). VCA can effective-
ly access the number of clusters and discover the clustering 
results. An extension of the VCA approach, called the con-
text-aware graph-based VAC, was also proposed by the 
same authors. This scheme computes the context-aware dis-
similarity matrix (CAD) of the data set using pairwise and 
k-nearest neighbor hypergraphs for a set of objects. The 
CAD is then used as an input for VAT and the VCA cluster-
ing approach. The VAT reordering of the points in a data set 
was used as a preprocessing step in [41] to mitigate the 
ordering effects for the clustering structures formed by the 
fuzzy adaptive resonance theory. This approach is especially 
useful when performing offline incremental learning to 
improve clustering performance, reduce the number of cate-
gories, and decrease variability in the clustering outcome.

Application to Cluster Validity
The third and final step in the cluster-analysis task (after 
assessing the clustering tendency before clustering and 
applying the clustering algorithm to the data to generate clus-
ters) is to verify the “correctness” of a particular set of 
clusters in a given data set, commonly known as the cluster-
validity problem. Cluster validity is a widely studied prob-
lem. The vast majority of validation methods attempt to 
assess the quality of generated clusters by a scalar measure 
of partition quality. One problem inherent in this approach is 

that representing the correctness of particular cluster analy-
sis by a single real number invariably loses much information. 

Bezdek and Hathaway [42], [43] took the opposite 
approach to the cluster-validity problem and proposed a 
VAT-based visual display of fit approach, which they called 
visual cluster validity (VCV), using all of the information 
produced by the clustering method. Their method was 
inspired by the SHADE approach introduced in [44], and it 
applies to all prototype generator clustering methods. The 
VCV approach retains and organizes the information that 
is lost through the massive aggregation of information by 
scalar validity measures. VCV, although it provides good 
visual tools for validating clustering results for “object 
data,” that is, data points being represented by feature vec-
tors, cannot be applied to relational data because it needs 
object prototype parameters—specifically, the mean vec-
tors—from prototype generator clustering methods, which 
are unavailable from relational algorithms. 

To solve this problem, Ding and Harrison [45] presented 
a relational VCV (RVCV) method based on VCV. RVCV uses 
relational prototype parameters, distances, and member-
ship values and follows the steps of VCV; however, it per-
mits the reordering of clusters at the crucial stage 
(corresponding to the first stage in VCV), thus permitting 
generalization to relational data. RVCV presents relational 
cluster validity results in a natural, visual form and fills a 
gap in the body of visual cluster-validity theory initiated by 
Bezdek and Hathaway.

Gunnersen et al. [46] noticed that both VAT and VCV result 
in a visualization of Euclidean distance, either between the 
data points themselves or between the data point and the 
cluster prototype. They proposed a new visual cluster mem-
bership validity (VCMV) algorithm, which extends the VCV 
algorithm by visualizing class memberships produced by an 
external fuzzy clustering algorithm rather than Euclidean dis-
tance. They also combined the VCMV algorithm with self-tun-
ing spectral clustering [47] to create SpecVCMV, which 
simultaneously utilizes the advantages of spectral clustering, 
addresses the chaining phenomenon [20] found in VAT and 
the underlying assumptions found in VCV to create a robust 
algorithm that behaves consistently across data sets and 
yields more useful results in complex data sets.

Huband and Bezdek proposed another VCV algorithm 
they called VCV2 in [48], which compares the partitions 
found using any clustering algorithm with the VAT image 
of the unlabeled input data. The VCV2 method matches the 
VAT RDI image with the transformed VAT-like image of the 
(reordered) partition matrix generated by the clustering 
algorithm. The stronger the visual match, the more confi-
dent we are that the candidate partition is a useful repre-
sentation of substructure in the data. 

Figure 7, taken from [48], shows the VAT image ( )I R)  
and VCV2 images ( )I U)  for different values of c for a data 
set consisting of five distinct Gaussian clusters. For the 
VCV2 images for c 2=  and c 4=  in Figure 7(b) and (c), the 
dark blocks differ visibly from those in the VAT image, so 
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these two candidates are rejected. The VCV2 images in Fig-
ure 7(e) and (f) have roughly the same visual structure as 
the VAT image ( ),I R)  the principal difference being the 
second block in the image for ,c 6=  which is somewhat 
lighter in color, indicating that a very small subset of 
points (possibly a singleton) was chosen as the sixth clus-
ter. Based on visual image similarity, the VCV2 algorithm 
clearly suggests that c 5=  is the preferred solution.

A few papers have tried to understand the relationship 
between the VAT-based VCV indices described previously 
and the traditional numeric cluster validity indices. Havens 
et al. [49] addressed the relationship between the VAT algo-
rithm and Dunn’s cluster validity index [50]. Their experi-
ments on a variety of data sets demonstrate that the 
effectiveness of VAT in showing cluster tendency is strongly 
related to Dunn’s index, which provides a measure of con-
trast between the dark diagonal blocks in the VAT RDI and 
the bright background regions. Similarly, a framework that 
couples the possibilistic Rand index and the VAT algorithm 
to estimate the number of clusters and identify coincident 
clusters found by the PCM algorithm was discussed in [38].

Automating VAT/iVAT for Clustering  
Tendency Assessment
The RDI generated by the VAT algorithm provides an excel-
lent tool to (visually) interpret possible cluster structure in 
a data set. A human observer can (sometimes) count the 

number of dark blocks along the diagonal of a VAT image 
to get an estimate for ,k  the number of clusters for which 
to look. For data sets with compact, well-separated clus-
ters, the dark blocks along the diagonal of the VAT image 
are clear and easily countable, but as the data become 
more and more mixed, the VAT image will degrade consid-
erably. Although humans can usually deduce the suggested 
number of clusters from a VAT image in all but the most 
incorrigible data sets, different humans may see different 
values, especially when the clusters have significant over-
lap or strange geometries, both of which lead to VAT imag-
es with nondistinct diagonal block boundaries. 

Due to these shortcomings, visual methods, such as VAT, 
have been criticized for being subjective and requiring human 
input, which becomes impractical and seems somewhat 
archaic in the current climate of automation created by 
advances in artificial intelligence. Several groups have tack-
led this problem and designed methods to automatically 
detect the number of clusters without requiring human input 
to interpret a VAT/iVAT RDI. These techniques, classified by 
the technique used in them to automatically determine k  
from the VAT RDI, are discussed next.

Automatic Assessment Based on Image  
Processing of the VAT RDI
Keller and Sledge [51] were the first to develop an algorithm 
that takes the VAT RDI as an input to determine the degree 
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of clustering (not exactly the number of clusters) automati-
cally. They generated a series of threshold plots by sum-
ming all of the black pixels of the VAT RDI for different 
threshold values (representing the probability of occur-
rence of black pixels in the VAT image). These threshold 
plots were then combined to generate a clustering score for 
the particular data set. Later works by Sledge et al. [52], [53] 
automatically (algorithmically) determined ,k  the number 
of clusters from the VAT image. They experimented on a 
variety of ineffective techniques before proposing a cluster 
count extraction (CCE) algorithm, which implemented fre-
quency domain correlation and feature recognition to 
count the number of clusters automatically. 

Inspired by the CCE technique, Wang and Leckie [54] pro-
posed a new method called dark block extraction (DBE) for 
automatically estimating the number of clusters from the 
VAT RDI using several image- and signal-processing tech-
niques. The main steps of the DBE algorithm are 1) dissimi-
larity transformation and image segmentation, 2) directional 
morphological filtering of the binary image, 3) distance 
transform and diagonal projection of the filtered image, and 
4) detection of major peaks and valleys in the projection sig-
nal. The pseudocode for the DBE algorithm is given in algo-
rithm S5 of “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging 
to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family.” 

Figure 8 shows the output of different steps of DBE when 
applied to a data set consisting of five Gaussian clusters in a 
2D space. The views of Figure 8 are self-descriptive; more 
information about them can be found in [54]. Prabhu and 
Duraiswamy [55] extended DBE to a new method called 
enhanced DBE, which relies on E-VAT [56], DBE, distance 
measures for diverse type of attributes, and basic image- and 
signal-processing techniques.

The iVAT algorithm proposed in [14] and [15] generates 
much sharper RDIs than VAT; therefore, it is easier to infer 
the number of clusters from the iVAT image manually or 
automatically. To this end, Wang et al. [14] proposed an 
automated VAT (aVAT) algorithm to automatically deter-
mine the number of clusters suggested by the iVAT RDI 
using common image-processing techniques (binarization, 
edge map, dissimilarity transform, and so on). A compari-
son of aVAT with CCE and DBE showed that aVAT was 
somewhat better then CCE and DBE since it explicitly 
showed the number of clusters, positions, and ranges of 
each block (or clusters) within the image itself.

Automatic Assessment Based on  
Spectral Graph Theory
Another category of techniques for automatically extract-
ing the number of clusters in a data set using VAT without 
any human intervention are based on spectral graph theo-
ry. The SpecVAT algorithm discussed in the “Improve-
ments in the VAT RDI for Complex Cluster Structure and 
Noisy Data” section belong to this category. The detailed 
implementation of SpecVAT, including an example showing 
how to obtain the best value of k  without human 

intervention, is given in the “Improvements in the VAT RDI 
for Complex Cluster Structure and Noisy Data” section 
(see Figure 4 and the corresponding discussion).

Automatic Assessment Based on  
Off-Diagonal Dissimilarity
The off-diagonal values of the reordered dissimilarity 
matrix have been used by some researchers to automatical-
ly determine the cluster structure of a data set. Hu and 
Hathaway [57], [58] introduced the concept of tendency 
curves to identify possible diagonal blocks in the RDI by 
using various averages of values of the w  subdiagonal 
band (excluding the diagonal) of the RDI, which are stored 
as vectors and displayed as curves. The possible cluster 
borders are then seen as the high–low patterns on the ten-
dency curves, which can be caught not only by human eyes 
but also by the computer using a suitable threshold. An 
enhanced technique called visual assessment of cluster 
tendency using diagonal tracing (VATdt) was proposed in 
[59], which extensively experimented on a particular type 
of tendency curve called a d-curve and concluded that a 
d-curve is effective in determining the number of clusters 
in a data set, even in those cases where the human eyes see 
no structure from the visual outputs of VAT.

Automatic Assessment Based on  
Optimization Techniques
Some optimization-based techniques have also been pro-
posed to automatically determine k  from the VAT RDI. 
Havens et al. [60] defined an objective function by combining 
the measures of contrast and edginess of the VAT RDI to rec-
ognize the blocky structure in reordered data. The objective 
function is optimized when the boundaries in the VAT RDI 
are matched by those in an aligned partition of the objects. 
The authors proved that the set of aligned partitions is expo-
nentially smaller than the set of all partitions that must be 
searched if clusters are sought in the raw data, thus making 
the optimization problem tractable. They propose an extrac-
tion of clusters from the ordered dissimilarity data (CLODD) 
algorithm, which uses particle-swarm optimization to find 
optimal clusters from the aligned partitions. 

Another technique, suggested by Pakhira and Dutta [61], 
proposes using genetic algorithms to automatically deter-
mine the number of clusters from VAT images. Similar to 
Havens et al. [60], Pakhira and Dutta generated a set of 
aligned partitions as candidate cluster memberships and 
used a variable-string-length genetic algorithm, where chro-
mosomes are real-coded with cluster centers, and Dunn’s 
cluster validity index is used as the objective function. A 
related article by the same authors [62] proposed optimizing 
another cluster validity measure, the Pakhira, Bandyopad-
hyay, and Maulik (PBM) index [63], instead of Dunn’s index 
as proposed in [61], using the same variable-string-length 
genetic algorithm optimization technique. A better and less 
computationally expensive approach to computing the PBM 
index value directly from the VAT image based on a robust 
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and reliable statistically supported technique was proposed 
in [64], in which Pakhira and Dutta provided a quick solu-
tion for extracting k  from the VAT RDI.

Extensions of VAT/iVAT in Big Data 
Applications
Big data is a term coined to describe the exponential growth 
of structured and unstructured data, which is difficult to 
capture, store, manage, and process with conventional data-
management and -analysis techniques. With the rapid 
advances in information sensing, IoT devices, remote sens-
ing, software logs, cameras, microphones, radio-frequency 
identification readers, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), and 
so on, the world’s technological per capita capacity to store 
information has roughly doubled every 40 months since the 
1980s. In 2001, Laney [65] defined the data growth challenge 
as having three dimensions—volume, velocity, and variety, 
also called the three Vs of big data. (Many more Vs describ-
ing various attributes of big data and the associated process-
ing challenges have been added over the years. In 2017, there 
were 42 documented Vs of big data [66]). 

The heterogeneity, ubiquity, and dynamic nature of the 
resources and devices as well as the wide variety of data 
make discovering, accessing, processing, integrating, and 
interpreting big data a challenging task [67]. Much VAT-
inspired research has been performed to tackle different 
aspects of big data analytics to understand a variety of 
novel data sources and extract actionable knowledge from 
them. This research can be broadly classified into three 
categories, which cater to the high-volume, high-velocity 
(streaming data) and high-dimensionality aspects of big 
data and are discussed next. In the following sections, we 
use N  and n  to denote the sample size of “big data” and 
“small data,” respectively.

Clustering High-Volume Data Sets

Assessing Clustering Tendency Visually
Huband et al. [68] were the first to realize the limitations of 
VAT to handle even moderately sized data sets (with a few 
tens of thousands of data points) due to its ( )O n2  compu-
tational complexity (n  being the number of points in the 
data set). To address this problem, they developed an alter-
native way to compute the most critical information in the 
ordered image matrix, that is, the boundary between clus-
ters shown by the dark blocks along the diagonal. They 
developed the revised VAT (reVAT) algorithm, which 
achieves results similar to VAT with less computation. 

The reVAT algorithm builds and displays a set of pro-
file graphs of specific rows of a pseudo-ordered dissimi-
larity matrix, rather than displaying an entire ordered 
image matrix. When presented as an ensemble, the suite 
of profile graphs visually suggests distinct clusters when 
they are present. In this case, each profile graph will have 
a unique peak (i.e., the peaks from one profile to the next 
do not overlap). However, interpreting a series of profile 

graphs is more difficult than the visual assessment of a 
VAT image, especially when the number of clusters in the 
data set is large—that is, reVAT does not produce a com-
posite picture of possible substructure in the data. Also, 
the computational complexity of reVAT is still ( )O n2  due 
to the computation of the n n#  input-distance matrix. 

To solve the interpretation problem of reVAT, a new 
algorithm called bigVAT [69] was introduced, which com-
bined the quasi-ordering technique used by reVAT with an 
image display of the set of profile graphs displaying the 
clustering tendency information with a VAT-like image. big-
VAT uses random samples from reVAT-generated quasi-
ordered profile graphs to create a VAT-like image to 
simplify the interpretation of cluster structure in big data.

Although reVAT and bigVAT address the visualization 
challenge of the VAT RDI for moderately sized data sets, 
they still suffer from the high memory requirements of 
storing an n n#  (unordered) distance matrix. To address 
this challenge, Hathaway et al. [13] developed a new scal-
able, sample-based version of VAT called scalable VAT 
(sVAT) and its iVAT extension, scalable iVAT (siVAT) (algo-
rithm S6 in “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging 
to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family”), which is 
feasible for arbitrarily large data sets. 

In a nutshell, sVAT/siVAT selects a sample of (approxi-
mately) size n  from the full set of objects , , ,O o o oN1 2 f= " ,  
and performs VAT on the distance matrix of the n  samples. 
The sample is chosen so that it (hopefully) contains a cluster 
structure similar to the full set. One of the most important 
results in [13] is a (weak) theorem that guarantees that each 
cluster in the big data is sampled at least once if it is compact 
and well separated in the sense of Dunn’s index. This is done 
by first picking a set of kl  distinguished objects using maxi-
min sampling [70], selected to provide a representation of 
each of the clusters. Then, the remainder of the sample is 
built by choosing additional data near each of the distin-
guished objects. This sampling scheme is called maximin 
random sampling (MMRS). The VAT/iVAT algorithm is then 
applied to the MMRS samples. This yields a sample-based 
approximation to the cluster heat map of the big data set that 
cannot be made with VAT or iVAT. 

To illustrate this, Figure 9(a) is a scatterplot of N =  
1,000,000 2D points drawn from a four-component Gauss-
ian, with 250,000 points per cluster. In this case, we cannot 
generate a VAT image, indicated by the question mark in 
Figure 9(b). However, we can generate sVAT and siVAT 
images for this big data set by sampling n 500=  points 
(0.05% of the total data set) from .O  The sVAT image [Fig-
ure 9(c)] weakly suggests four clusters, which are seen with 
much better visual acuity in the siVAT image [Figure 9(d)].

Wang et  al. [19] proposed a random-sampling-based 
extension to their SpecVAT algorithm to enable VCA for 
large data sets. Prasad and Reddy [71] proposed a sample-
based VAT (PSVAT), which uses several distinguished fea-
tures (DFs) [72] to select the best random samples in a 
progressive sampling scheme. DFs are selected from the 
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N N#  (unordered) dissimilarity matrix based on the cri-
teria of selecting the most dissimilar value from the select-
ed row of the dissimilarity matrix. Next, the VAT algorithm 
is applied to the samples to obtain the RDI, which helps in 
understanding the cluster structure of the big data. This 
technique becomes time and memory intensive due to the 
calculation of the N N#  (unordered) dissimilarity matrix 
for very large values of .N

A different sampling-based scheme to make VAT applica-
ble to large-volume data sets, called out-of-core VAT (o-VAT ), 
was proposed in [73]. The preprocessing step of o-VAT com-
presses the data set by merging data points into small 
groups called buckets, each of which is then represented by 
the mean of its contents. The process starts with a single 
empty bucket and, based on the distance of the new point 
from existing buckets being smaller or greater than some 
user-defined threshold, called the confidence radius ( ),|  it 
is added to an existing bucket or placed in a new bucket of 
its own. This process leads to a set of n  buckets, which rep-
resents the complete data set in compressed form. The high-
er the value of ,|  the higher the number of buckets ,n  and 
vice versa. The VAT algorithm is then applied to the set of n  
buckets to infer the cluster structure of the big data. 

Recently, Trang et al. [74] used a probabilistic traversing 
sampling (ProTraS) algorithm [75], which is based on the far-
thest-first traversal principle, in which a representative is 
selected that yields the highest probability of cost reduction. 
Each point of the sample points obtained by ProTraS is then 
replaced by the center of the set of patterns represented by 
the point, thereby moving the sample toward the center of 
the clusters. The VAT/iVAT image of the new sample is thus 
sharper while the main structure of clusters is maintained. 

Shao et al. [76] proposed a VAT-based end-to-end clustering 
algorithm, called hybrid and parameter-free clustering meth-
od, which first samples the large data set using a fast version 
of MMRS, which they dubbed MMRS*. A more general form of 
this sampling scheme called nearly maximin sampling first 
appeared in [77]. Subsequently, this method was used in [78], 
where it was called MMRS plus (MMRS+) and used as a basis 
for the siVAT+ algorithm. Shao et al. [76] used the same 
improvement to MMRS, followed by a different visual assess-
ment image built by eVAT. The method, then, determines the 
number of clusters using the extraction of pixel blocks, forms 
different partitions (MST tree cutting), and extends the results 
to the rest of the data set.

Clustering Algorithms
Although the techniques described in the previous section 
(sVAT, PSVAT, o-VAT, and so on) help us understand the 
cluster structure of big data and determine the optimal 
value of k  (the number of clusters to seek based on the 
visual evidence), they do not partition the data into k  clus-
ters. To address this, Havens et al. [79] extended the sVAT 
algorithm so that it returned SL partitions of the big data 
set. They named this algorithm sVAT-SL, which calculates 
an SL partition of the sVAT-sampled data and then extends 

this partition to the entire data set using a nearest (object) 
prototype rule (NPR).

They showed sVAT-SL to be a scalable instantiation of SL 
clustering for data sets that contain k  compact-separated 
clusters in the sense of Dunn’s index. For data sets that do 
not contain compact-separated clusters, sVAT-SL produces 
a good approximation of SL partitions. Kumar et al. [80], [81] 
renamed the sVAT-SL as the clusiVAT algorithm (algo-
rithm S7 in “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging 
to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family”), and their 
numerical experiments showed its superiority in terms of 
cluster quality and computation time over several popular 
big-data-clustering algorithms, such as MSTs built with the 
Filter–Kruskal algorithm, k-means, single-pass k-means, 
online k-means, and clustering using representatives.

It is quite fast to apply clusiVAT to a data set in which 
the objects are represented by their feature vectors and 
the Euclidean distance is used as a distance measure 
between objects, since it was developed with the assump-
tion that the distance function can be computed quickly 
and can be performed as a batch operation; that is, the 
Euclidean distance of a data point from M 1&  data points 
can be computed as a single operation using matrix prop-
erties. This assumption, however, does not hold for many 
distance measures applicable to graphs and time series 
[83], [84]. There are many distance measures relevant to 
problems in different domains that are computationally 
expensive and can be computed in a pairwise manner 
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only. To address this problem, Kumar et al. [85] proposed 
Fast-clusiVAT, an adaptation of clusiVAT for time-consum-
ing distance measures. Essentially, they proposed modifi-
cations for the two most time-consuming steps of clusiVAT: 
MMRS sampling and the NPR extension for faster runtime 
without significantly compromising accuracy.

Clustering Streaming Data
The growth in network infrastructure, such as the IoT, 
closed-circuit television recordings, and online activities, 
has enabled a wide range of human activities, physical 
objects, and environments to be monitored in fine spatial 
and temporal detail. Automatic interpretation of these 
evolving data streams is required for the timely detection 
of interesting events. Conventional clustering techniques, 
which provide a static snapshot of each data point’s com-
mitment to every group, may not be sufficient for adapting 
to the presence of new clusters or even the merging of 
existing data-dense regions for streaming data sets. 

To overcome this deficit, Sledge and Keller [82] 
explored the use of growing neural gas (GNG) for temporal 
clustering and developed a novel clustering scheme called 
GNG clustering (GNGC) for streaming data sets, which 
helps increase the stability of previously learned clusters 
but also promotes plasticity for exploring forming struc-
tures. Although GNGC is helpful in online clustering, the 
visualization of clustering results is equally important. 
When working with low-dimensional data, say, R ,X 31  it 
is easy to display intermittent GNGC results. If the dimen-
sionality of the data set is greater than 3, however, captur-
ing the same spatial information and visualizing the 
learned distributions is problematic. 

The VAT algorithm was modified in [82] to instead 
use the information obtained from GNGC to create VAT-
like images called neuronal dissimilarity images 
(NerDI) by applying the VAT algorithm to the dissimilar-
ity matrix of the neurons in each isolated graph to bet-
ter understand the evolving cluster structure of the 
streaming data. Figure 10 illustrates a few snapshots of 
a temporal data set (top row) and corresponding NerDI 
images of the GNGC clustering results at those time-
stamps. As more data are added with time, the corre-
sponding NerDI plots highlight the changing cluster 
structure of the data set by the changing structure of 
the dark blocks along the diagonal.

Although the approach presented by Sledge and Keller [82] 
is useful, it requires the computation of a VAT image every 
time a new data point arrives, which, owing to the ( )O n2  
time complexity of VAT, can become computationally pro-
hibitive. To solve this problem, Kumar et al. [86] proposed 
a novel MST-based incremental update mechanism to 
achieve computationally efficient visual assessment. The 
new algorithms, incremental VAT (inc-VAT), incremental 
iVAT (inc-iVAT), decremental VAT (dec-VAT), and decre-
mental iVAT (dec-iVAT), provide efficient mechanisms to 
update the VAT or iVAT RDIs if a new point is added to or 

an existing point is removed from the current data set. 
The pseudocodes for these algorithms are given in algo-
rithms S8–S20 in “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms 
Belonging to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family.” 
The time complexities of inc-VAT/dec-VAT and inc-iVAT/
dec-iVAT compares favorably to those of VAT and iVAT 
and are useful for applications of anomaly detection and 
sliding-window-based online visual assessment of evolv-
ing cluster structure in streaming data.

To illustrate the effectiveness of capturing the evolving 
cluster structure and the computational efficiency of inc-
VAT/inc-iVAT/dec-VAT/dec-iVAT compared with VAT/iVAT, 
an experiment performed on a 2D Gaussian mixture of 
five clusters, called ,X  that has a total of 5,000 data points 
is shown in Figures 11 and 12. The numbers of data points 
in each of the five clusters are 1,300; 1,000; 400; 1,600; and 
700, respectively. The data points in X  are arranged 
according to the cluster they belong to. Hence, the first 
1,300 rows of X  are x  and y  coordinates of the data 
points belonging to the first cluster, the next 1,000 rows 
represent the data points belonging to the second cluster, 
and so on. We start with the first two data points and add 
one data point at a time. 

The first column in all of the rows of Figure 11 includes  
subsets of X  consisting of the points belonging to the first 
cluster, first two clusters, and so on. Their respective inc-
VAT and inc-iVAT images in the second and third columns 
of Figure 11 show that the incrementally built iVAT images 
correctly track the changing cluster structure of the points 
in the data set. Although the inc-VAT and inc-iVAT images 
in Figure 11(k) and (l) seem to show three dark blocks, a 
closer look at the images shows two subblocks within the 
top-left dark block along the diagonal, owing to the prox-
imity of the two clusters, X ,1 1 300-  and ,X , ,2 301 2 700-  as com-
pared to others. To illustrate the difference in time 
complexities of VAT/iVAT and inc-VAT/inc-iVAT, we per-
form an experiment on the same 2D Gaussian mixture ,X  
but we randomize the rows of X  so that the data points 
belonging to the same cluster are not indexed sequentially. 

We start with the first two data points and add one data 
point at a time. At each step, the VAT, iVAT, inc-VAT, and 
inc-iVAT algorithms are executed, and the time taken to 
compute the respective reordered dissimilarity matrices is 
recorded. Figure 12(a) shows that the time taken to update 
the inc-iVAT image is much less than that needed to gener-
ate a new iVAT image as n  increases. Similarly, to illus-
trate the time complexity difference between dec-VAT/
dec-iVAT and VAT/iVAT, we perform an experiment on the 
same 2D Gaussian mixture ,X  but this time, we start with 

,n 5 000=  data points and remove one randomly chosen 
data point at a time. Figure 12(b) reveals that the time taken 
to generate the iVAT image from the distance matrix (black 
curve showing VAT + iVAT) is of the order of ( )o n2  and is 
much higher than the time taken to update the dec-iVAT 
image (green curve showing dec-VAT + dec-iVAT) for large 
values of .n
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Figure 10. The temporal plots and the corresponding NerDIs of the GNGC clustering results [82]. (a) A single 
cluster is shown in red, and its convex hull is illustrated by dots. (b) More data are added to the red cluster, but 
the convex hull shows little change. (c) New data are far from the red cluster causing significant change in 
the convex hull. (d) The NerDI image displays a single cluster. (e) The NerDI image still shows the presence of 
a single cluster. (f) The NerDI plots highlight a high dissimilarity between the points in the red convex hull by 
two dark blocks along the diagonal. (g) More newly arriving data are far away from the original cluster shown 
in (a). (h) The data now have two clusters (red and green), each having a separate convex hull. (i) With the 
arrival of new points, a new blue cluster is carved out of the green cluster. (j) The two dark blocks along the 
diagonal have comparable sizes. (k) The NerDI image now has two blocks (red and green) for two separate 
clusters. (l) The NerDI image reveals three clusters by different colored (red, green, and blue) blocks.
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Clustering High-Dimensional Data
The clusiVAT algorithm was proven to be useful in deter-
mining the cluster structure of big data with a large 
number of data points (high volume). However, these 
approaches are time consuming when the data are large in 
both the number of samples ( )N  and the number of 
dimensions ( ).p  To tackle this issue, Rathore et al. [78] 
introduced a fast, approximate, scalable iVAT algorithm 
called siVAT+, which combines random sampling with the 
original sampling scheme (MMRS) of siVAT to reduce the 
computational cost of siVAT for large volumes of high-
dimensional data. 

The modification of the original sampling scheme is 
called MMRS+, and it randomly selects an object from the 
entire data set and designates it as the first distinguished 
object. A second distinguished object is a maximin object 
from a randomly generated sample of the big data set. A new 
random subset of the data set is chosen, and a maximin 
sample is chosen from it. Sampling this way continues until 
the desired number of distinguished objects are obtained. 
The MMRS+ samples are then used to build an approximate 
siVAT image for the very large, high-dimensional data, 
which provides visual evidence about the potential number 
of clusters to seek in the big input data set. 

To demonstrate siVAT+, Figure 13 (see Figure 2 in [78]) 
shows the comparison of RDI and computation times 
between siVAT and siVAT+ on two synthetic data sets, Gauss-
ian mixture (GM) 1 and GM2, each with , ,N 1 000 000=  data 
points in ,p 1 000=  dimensions, constructed by drawing 
labeled samples from a mixture of k 3=  Gaussian distribu-
tions. Data set GM1 is a well-separated Gaussian mixture, 
whereas GM2 has overlapping Gaussian clusters. Experi-
ments were also performed on four publicly available real, 
high-dimensional (large-volume) data sets: knowledge discov-
ery from data (KDD)-99 cup data [87], forest-cover type data 
[88], U.S. Census 1990 data [89], and BigCross data [90]. The 
conclusions that can be made from Figure 13 are as follows.

 ◆ siVAT and siVAT+ contain essentially the same visual 
information about cluster structure in the samples 
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Figure 12. Time comparisons of the VAT, iVAT, inc-VAT, 
inc-iVAT, dec-VAT, and dec-iVAT algorithms for the 5,000-
point 2D data set: (a) VAT + iVAT versus inc-VAT + inc-iVAT 
and (b) VAT + iVAT versus dec-VAT + dec-iVAT.
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Figure 11. The 2D data scatterplots and 
(incrementally built) inc-VAT and inc-iVAT images of X 
at n = 1,300; 2,300; 2,700; 4,300; and 5,000: (a) X1,300, 
(b) inc-VAT (X1,300), (c) inc-iVAT (X1,300), (d) X2,300, 
(e) inc-VAT (X2,300), (f) inc-iVAT (X2,300), (g) X2,700, (h) 
inc-VAT (X2,700), (i) inc-iVAT (X2,700), (j) X4,300, (k) inc-
VAT (X4,300), (l) inc-iVAT (X4,300), (m) X5,000, (n) inc-VAT 
(X5,000), and (o) inc-iVAT (X5,000).
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processed. The order of the dark blocks along the diag-
onal may be different, but this is unimportant; their 
number and size are almost the same. 

 ◆ siVAT+ produces this information 10–50 times faster 
than siVAT. 

The pseudocode for siVAT+ is given in algorithm S21 in 
“Pseudocode for Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visu-
al Assessment of Tendency Family.”

However, like sVAT, siVAT+ only suggests the number of 
clusters in the data set; it cannot find the actual partition. 
To find clusters in large volumes of high-dimensional data 
while simultaneously overcoming both the “curse of dimen-
sionality” problem due to high dimensions and scalability 
problems due to large sample size, Rathore et al. [91] pro-
posed a new fast clustering algorithm called fast ensemble 
siVAT (FensiVAT), which is a hybrid, ensemble-based clus-
tering algorithm that uses fast data-space reduction and an 
intelligent sampling strategy. 

FensiVAT aggregates multiple distance matrices, com-
puted in a lower-dimensional space, to obtain an approxi-
mate iVAT image in a fast and efficient manner, which 
provides visual evidence about the number of clusters to 
seek in the original data set. MMRS sampling picks distin-
guished objects from the data set; therefore, it requires rel-
atively very few samples, compared with random sampling, 
to yield a diverse subset of the big data that represents the 
cluster structure in the original (big) data set. To be com-
putationally efficient, FensiVAT performs a near-MMRS 
sampling, which is done in a randomly projected down 
space. The samples are then lifted by transferring the sam-
ple indices to the (input) up space. An ensemble of Q n n#  
distance matrices computed from Q  sets of near-MMRS 
samples in the up space is then used to obtain a reliable 
output iVAT image, which visually suggests the number of 
clusters, ,k  in the data set. 

The iVAT images obtained using clusiVAT and FensiVAT 
for the GM1 and GM2 data sets described previously are 
included in Figure 14 (see Figure 4 in [91]). Figure 14(a) 
and  (b) shows that clusiVAT and FensiVAT exhibit three 
(well-separated) dark blocks along the diagonal, suggest-
ing k 3=  for GM1. The ground truth partition for GM2 is 
not compact and well separated because of overlapping 
clusters; for this data set, FensiVAT produces three dark 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 13. The siVAT and siVAT+ RDIs ( )D *
nl  and runtimes for each of the data sets (parameter values:  k 50=l  

and ):n 500=  (a) GM1: siVAT, 725 s; (b) GM2: siVAT, 738 s; (c) KDD: siVAT, 76.5 s; (d) forest: siVAT, 10.8 s; (e) census: 
siVAT, 65.5 s; (f) BigCross: siVAT, 2,504 s; (g) GM1: siVAT+, 49 s; (h) GM2: siVAT+, 48 s; (i) KDD: siVAT+, 6 s; (j) forest: 
siVAT+, 0.8 s; (k) census: siVAT+, 8.1 s; and (l) BigCross: siVAT+, 44.7 s.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. The ClusiVAT and FensiVAT images and 
runtimes for GM1 and GM2 data sets (parameter 
values: k l  = 9, n = 205 for GM1 and k l  = 12, n = 206 for 
GM2; down-space dimensions for FensiVAT: q = 20 for 
GM1 and q = 50 for GM2): (a) GM1: clusiVAT, 20.1 s;  
(b) GM1: FensiVAT, 0.35 s; (c) GM2: clusiVAT, 21.3 s; and 
(d) GM2: FensiVAT, 0.84 s.
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blocks along the diagonal for GM2, whereas clusiVAT 
shows three light blocks, including many tiny blocks (data 
points) along the diagonal. 

Although clusiVAT and FensiVAT both show three 
blocks for GM1 and GM2, FensiVAT provides a more con-
vincing assessment because of the sharper contrast 
between diagonal blocks and the background. Moreover, 
FensiVAT takes only a small fraction of the time needed 
by clusiVAT for both data sets. The sizes of the diagonal 
blocks in all four images show the relative size of each 
cluster accurately, which supports the claim that near-
MMRS sampling replicates (approximately) the same 
cluster distribution in the sample as the MMRS sampling 
used by clusiVAT. Finally, SL clustering of the samples 
and NPR extension to the rest of the data set is per-
formed in the down space for different random projec-
tions, and majority-voting-based schemes are used to 
assign the final cluster labels. The pseudocode for Fen-
siVAT is given in algorithm S22 in “Pseudocode for Vari-
ous Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assessment of 
Tendency Family.”

Coclustering
The VAT family of algorithms tackles the problem of clus-
tering tendency assessment and subsequent clustering 
for an n n#  (square) dissimilarity (or, in more general 
terms, relational) matrix. An even more general form of 
relational data is rectangular. These data are represented 
by an nm#  dissimilarity matrix ,D  where the entries 
are the pairwise dissimilarity values between m-row 
objects Or  and n-column objects .Oc  An example comes 
from Web-document analysis, where the row objects are 
m  webpages, the columns are n  words, and the (dis)
similarity entries are occurrence measures of words in 
the webpages [92]. 

Another important problem involving rectangular 
relational data is the analysis of gene-expression data, 
where the m  rows correspond to genes and the n  col-
umns correspond to tissue samples or conditions [93]. In 
each case, the row and column objects may be noninter-
secting sets, so structural relations between the row (or 
column) objects are unknown. Conventional relational 
clustering algorithms are ill equipped to deal with rect-
angular data. Additionally, the definition of a cluster as a 
group of similar objects takes on a new meaning. There 
can be groups of similar objects that are composed of 
only row objects, only column objects, only mixed 
objects (often called coclusters), and, finally, clusters in 
the union of all of the row and column objects. In other 
words, a rectangular dissimilarity matrix comprises four 
different clustering problems.

Bezdek et al. [94] developed an approach for visually 
assessing cluster tendency for the objects represented by 
a rectangular relational data matrix D  by assuming that 
D  is an nm#  (sub)matrix containing only nm#  of 
the ( ) ( )m n m n#+ +  possible pairwise dissimilarities 

between objects in .O O Or c,=  The full distance matrix 
Dr c,  of O  was assumed to be of the form

,D
D
D

D
Dr c

r

T
c

=, ; E

where DT  is the transpose of .D  
The coVAT coclustering VAT (coVAT) algorithm proposed 

in [94] first generates an estimate of Dr  and Dc  by inter-
preting the m  rows and n  columns of D  as feature vectors 
representing m  row objects and n  column objects, respec-
tively, and imputing the missing values using the (Euclidean) 
distance between them. The VAT algorithm is then applied 
to Dr c,  to generate the reordering indices of the objects in 

.O O Or c,=  The coVAT algorithm then unshuffles the row 
objects from the column objects based on their indices to 
generate individual row and column reordering arrays: RP 
(for row permutation) and CP (for column permutation). 

The coVAT image is then produced by displaying a (scaled) 
version of the rectangular matrix [ ] [ ],D d d ( ), ( )i j RP i CP j= =u u  for 

i m1# #  and ,j n1# #  obtained by reordering the rows 
and columns of the original matrix D  using the indices 
stored in RP and CP, respectively. Just as with VAT, dark 
blocks in ( )I Du  (not along any diagonal, and not necessarily 
square) suggest the existence of coclusters. The pseudo-
code for coVAT is given in algorithm S23 in “Pseudocode for 
Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assessment of 
Tendency Family.”

The basic idea of coVAT is embodied in Figure 15, 
which is excerpted from [94] (Figures 1 and 3). Figure 15(a) 
depicts a set of n 20=  points labeled as row objects (the 
circles) and m 40=  points labeled as column objects (the 
squares). It may be helpful to imagine the circles as 
women ( )5  and the squares as men ( )4  who have con-
gregated at the locations shown in five small groups. 
Three of the groups are “pure,” or unmixed: the two sets 
of squares at the top and the centrally located set of cir-
cles at the bottom. The lower left and lower right clusters 
are mixed groups of circles and squares, that is, coclus-
ters. The spatial coordinates of these points are used only 
to compute Euclidean distances between the circles and 
squares, yielding a rectangular dissimilarity matrix for 
input to coVAT. Evidently, there are three clusters ( )Or  in 
the row objects (ignoring the column objects), four clus-
ters ( )Oc  in the column objects (ignoring the row objects), 
five clusters )(Or c,  in the union of the row and column 
objects, and two mixed coclusters in .Or c,

Figure 15(b)–(e) shows the coVAT images built from the 
rectangular input data for each of these four cases. The 
numbers of clusters for each of the four clustering prob-
lems are seen in the images as dark blocks: diagonal for 
the three square subproblems and nondiagonal for the 
coclustering problem. In this simple example, coVAT imag-
es provide a good visual estimate for possible cluster 
structure in all four problems. The coVAT algorithm was 
extended to the coiVAT algorithm in [95] by applying a 
path-based distance transform used by the iVAT algorithm.
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Havens et al. [95], [96] proposed an alternate coVAT reor-
dering scheme called coVAT2, which does not run VAT on the 
Dr c,  matrix as is done by coVAT. Instead, it generates a reor-

dering of the row and column indices of D  by applying VAT 
to Dr  and ,Dc  respectively. Based on this row and column 
reordering, the row and columns of D  are reordered to show-
case possible coclusters in .D  The pseudocode for coVAT2 is 
given in algorithm S24 in “Pseudocode for Various Algorithms 
Belonging to the Visual Assessment of Tendency Family.” The 
coVAT2 algorithm is not limited to just relational data, and it 
can also be applied to feature data, such as gene microarray 
data. Another important advantage of coVAT2 is that it does 
not use VAT to reorder ,Dr c,  so, unlike coVAT, it can be 
applied to dissimilarity data that have negative values as well.

Honda et al. [97] proposed using a spectral-ordering-
based approach on the full distance matrix Dr c,  for visual 
cocluster structure assessment. They observed that, by con-
sidering the sparse nature of the enlarged matrix ,Dr c,  the 
eigenproblem of the full square relational matrix is reduced 
to a smaller problem with less computational cost. This 
approach is different from the heuristic approach used by 
the coVAT algorithm [94] and provides an analytical solution 
through the minimization of an objective function.

Coclustering Big Data
Similar to VAT, the coVAT and coVAT2 algorithms suffer 
from high computational complexity and memory require-
ments as the data size increases. To address this issue, 
Park et  al. [98] pursued the use of the sVAT sampling 
scheme to extend coVAT to very large data and named the 
new algorithm scalable coVAT (scoVAT ). The key step in 
scoVAT is to work out a method for sampling the big DM N#  
distance matrix when it exceeds the capacity limits of 
coVAT. To do so, Park et al. [98] used sVAT on the m row 
objects and n  column objects of DM N#  to generate a rep-
resentative sample ,Dm n#  where m M%  and .n N%  

The coVAT algorithm is then applied to the small Dm n#  
distance matrix to infer coclusters in the big data. The 
pseudocode for scoVAT is given in algorithm S25 in “Pseudo-
code for Various Algorithms Belonging to the Visual Assess-
ment of Tendency Family.” This procedure is easily extended 
to scoiVAT by replacing VAT with iVAT in algorithm S25.

Applications of the VAT Family to  
Different Domains 
Due to its applicability to EDA, parameter-light nature, and 
visual output, the VAT family of algorithms has been 
extensively used in a variety of applications to understand 
newly collected data sets; based on this initial analysis, 
different future tasks are designed for more advanced data 
analysis. The application areas for VAT are diverse and 
cover a range of topics, such as audiovisual data process-
ing, biomedical applications, smart city, social media data 
analysis, WSNs, and so on. Next, we describe some of the 
works that have utilized the VAT family of algorithms in 
various application domains.

Application to Multimedia Data

Speech Data Processing
A series of papers by Prasad, Nennuri, Reddy, and Basha 
[99]–[101] used VAT, iVAT, and SpecVAT with the GMM and 
cosine distance matrix for the application of speaker classifi-
cation. They developed new techniques, GMMVAT and 
cosine-based VAT (cVAT), for clustering speech utterances 
by the same speaker. In GMMVAT, the GMM mean vectors 
are derived for a set of speech segments (or utterances), 
whereas in cVAT, the cosine distance function is used to cal-
culate the distance matrix before applying VAT to it. The 
experimental evaluations performed on a variety of data sets 
show that GMMVAT/cVAT gives a better assessment of clus-
ter tendency for speech data. Another VAT-based technique 
for speaker clustering was proposed in [102], which derives 
the explicit speaker clustering results directly from VAT 
instead of using either k-means or MST-based clustering.

Image Processing
Chen [103] proposed a new nonparametric mechanism based 
on unsupervised learning (VAT) for feature assessment and 
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Figure 15. An example illustrating coVAT with 
(a) 20 row (5) and 40 column (d) objects as points 
in the plane: (b) k = 3 in Or, (c) k = 4 in Oc, (d) k = 5 
in Orjc, and (e) k = 2 (mixed) in Orjc. (Source: Bezdek 
et al. [94].) 
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selection in image clustering. The proposed approach adap-
tively uses VAT with consideration of the built graph (VAT-G) 
to draw an image G  composed of vertices V  and edges 

.E  The VAT-G model was used to choose the nearest and 
farthest neighbors for performing clustering to satisfy both 
within-cluster and between-cluster scatter criteria.

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) provides a day or night, 
all-weather means of remote sensing, which provides use-
ful information about Earth. Spaceborne platforms con-
tinuously deliver enormous amounts of SAR data as 
highly complicated images, which are almost impossible 
to interpret manually. For automatic interpretation of SAR 
images, Liu et al. [104] proposed an unsupervised classifi-
cation framework that estimates the number of classes 
(clusters) in an image using the VAT algorithm and the 
DBE method [54]. 

An extension of this article by the same authors for a 
special type of SAR image called polarimetric SAR (Pol-
SAR) was presented in [105]. Their approach first parti-
tioned the PolSAR image into superpixels, which are local, 
coherent regions that preserve most of the characteristics 
necessary for image information extraction, before using 
the VAT and DBE algorithm for clustering and classifica-
tion operations. Zou et  al. [106] proposed an alternate 
approach to cluster superpixels based on mean Freeman 
decomposition and hyperspectral-image color feature vec-
tors using the VATdt approach [57], [58] to adaptively esti-
mate the number of terrain classes and automatically 
capture the cluster structure.

Wang et al. [19] present some interesting results relat-
ed to the segmentation of digital images using their meth-
od of E-SpecVAT. Figure 16 is part of a set of outputs 
made by the E-SpecVAT algorithm (see Figure 7 in [19]). 
The input data set is a digital image from the Berkeley 
image segmentation database, shown in Figure 16(a). The 
size of the image is ,431 321 154 301# =  pixels, so the dis-
similarity matrix on pairs of pixels has a bit more than 
N 23 109#=  elements. There are k 3=  clearly visible 
clusters in the input image corresponding to the steps 
and entrance (darkest); the church (medium dark), and 
the sky (lightest). 

Figure 16(b) presents an E-SpecVAT view of the dissimi-
larity matrix made from a tiny sample of 300 pixels—that is, 
approximately 0.2% of the input data—and it clearly shows 
k 3=  clusters, with block pixel sizes roughly proportional to 

the sizes of the three areas in the input image. Figure 16(c) is 
the E-SpecVAT segmentation of the image using intensity as 
the input feature (i.e., ).d I I,j k j k; ;= -  This input image is 
simple, so its segmentation was particularly challenging, but 
this example shows the power of visualization with a VAT 
model in the area of image processing.

Video Data Analysis
Discovering actionable knowledge from large volumes of 
video data are of increasing interest to researchers. Exam-
ples of patterns that can be discovered from raw video 
sequences include determining typical and anomalous pat-
terns of activity, classifying activities into known catego-
ries (e.g., walking or riding), and discovering unknown 
action patterns by clustering. Wang et al. [107] described a 
tensor space representation for analyzing human activity 
patterns in monocular videos and used the VAT algorithm 
for the task of activity discovery from video data.

Application to Organizational Data
Enterprise software systems are large and complex. Secu-
rity in such systems is of extreme importance for organi-
zations. Role-based access control (RBAC) is an efficient 
and flexible model for controlling computer resource 
access and enforcing organizational policies. Deployment 
and maintenance of RBAC requires role engineering, 
which defines the set of roles that accurately reflects the 
needs of the enterprise. Zhang et al. [108] proposed a VAT-
based role-engineering tool for the visual assessment of 
user and permission tendencies (RoleVat) that produces 
natural groupings of users and permissions and helps 
determine the role permissions for different individuals 
within the organization.

Another important challenge for deploying a software 
system at a large enterprise is ensuring its smooth integra-
tion with many other interconnected systems, such as 
mainframes, directory servers, databases, and other types 
of software services. To do so, it is necessary to test it in 
as realistic an environment as possible, before actual 
deployment. However, getting access to the actual produc-
tion environment for testing is usually impossible due to 
the risk of disruption. 

To address this problem, Du et al. [109] and Versteeg 
et al. [110] developed a VAT-based practical, scalable, and 
fully automated approach to service emulation that uses 
no explicit knowledge of the services, their message proto-
cols, or structures and yet can simulate—to a high degree 
of accuracy and scale—a realistic enterprise system 
deployment environment. In both of these papers, VAT was 
used to group the transactions by operation type, without 
assuming any knowledge of the message format, which 
was later used to generate the simulator output.

Application to Biomedical Engineering
The VAT family of algorithms has been extensively used 
for understanding the data generated from biomedical 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16. An E-SpecVAT image analysis: (a) the 
input image, (b) a 300 × 300 E-SpecVAT image, and 
(c) the image segmentation. 
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applications, such as electrocardiography (ECG), the 
effects of drugs, amino acids, and so on. Lourenco and 
Fred [111] applied VAT-based clustering to analyze ECG 
recordings performed during the execution of a cognitive 
task using the computer, such as a concentration task 
where two grids with 800 digits were presented, and par-
ticipants were given the goal of identifying every pair of 
digits that added 10; the activity was designed for an aver-
age completion time of 10 min. This task was meant to 
induce stress in participants, and clustering of the ECG 
signals helped researchers understand the typical patterns 
of the temporal evolution of the ECG-extracted features.

In the field of pharmacology, Stallaert et al. [112] stud-
ied the drugs targeting a single G-protein-coupled recep-
tor, which is involved in many diseases and is also the 
target of approximately 34% of all modern medicinal 
drugs. These drugs can differentially modulate distinct 
subsets of the receptor signaling repertoire, but they cre-
ate a challenge for drug discovery at these important ther-
apeutic targets. 

Recognizing that impedance responses provide an inte-
grative assessment of ligand activity, Stallaert et al. [112] 
screened a collection of -2b adrenergic ligands to deter-
mine if differences in the signaling repertoire engaged by 
compounds would lead to distinct impedance signatures. 
To this end, they visualized the pairwise differences 
among ligand signatures using the VAT algorithm; this sug-
gested that the ligands fall into five distinct clusters, which 
were later confirmed by hierarchical clustering. To help 
pharmaceutical companies analyze their ever-increasing 
corporate database of compounds for internal diversity or 
the diversity that they add to the current compounds, Rive-
ra-Borroto et al. [113] used VAT and Dunn’s index as a mea-
sure of cluster separability to assess the classification 
accuracy of various clustering algorithms tested on eight 
pharmacological data sets.

Amino acids are the basic building blocks of proteins, 
which are critical to life, and they have many important func-
tions in living cells. The AAindex is a database of numerical 
indices representing various physicochemical and biochemi-
cal properties of amino acids and pairs of amino acids. Saha 
et al. [114] presented a novel method of partitioning the bioin-
formatics data using consensus fuzzy clustering and visual-
ized the clustering solution using VAT reordering. The 
discovered clusters describe some of the properties of amino 
acids, such as the isoelectric point, polarity, molecular 
weight, average accessible surface area, mutability, hydration 
potential, refractivity, optical activity, and flexibility. These 
cluster structures were then used to resolve the problem of 
unknown amino acid indices by assigning them to clusters 
that have defined biological meaning.

Recent advances in high-throughput lipid profiling by 
liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization/tandem 
mass spectrometry have made it possible to quantify hun-
dreds of individual molecular lipid species (e.g., fatty acyls, 
glycerolipids, glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids) in a 

single experimental run for hundreds of samples. This can 
help identify lipid biomarkers significantly associated with 
disease risk, progression, and treatment response. Clini-
cally, these lipid biomarkers can be used to construct clas-
sification models for disease screening or diagnosis. 

However, the inclusion of a large number of highly cor-
related biomarkers within a model may reduce classifica-
tion performance, unnecessarily inflate associated costs 
of a diagnosis or a screening, and reduce the feasibility of 
clinical translation. Kingwell et al. [115] proposed an unsu-
pervised feature-reduction approach by estimating the 
degree of correlation in a lipid data set using the VAT-gen-
erated MST, which helps reduce feature redundancy in lipi-
domic biomarkers by limiting the number of highly 
correlated lipids while retaining informative features to 
achieve good classification performance for various clini-
cal outcomes.

Gene-Expression Data
Microarrays are one of the latest breakthroughs in experi-
mental molecular biology, and they allow monitoring of the 
expression levels of tens of thousands of genes in parallel. 
This field produces huge amounts of valuable data [116], 
but the analysis and handling of such data are major bot-
tlenecks in the utilization of microarray analysis. Keller 
et al. [117] were the first to use VAT on gene ontology (GO) 
data. They built similarity relations on pairs of terms that 
are used in the GO as linguistic descriptors of genes and 
gene products. The VAT algorithm was then used to dis-
cover the tendencies of groups of gene products to cluster 
them together. 

Along similar lines, Kim et  al. [118] proposed a VAT-
based method they call user-interacted cluster. The meth-
od presents the RDI as basic information for user 
interaction because it helps an operator visually grasp the 
clustering tendency of a given data set. Havens et al. [119] 
proposed a methodology to couple the results of a microar-
ray experiment with the GO annotations of each gene to 
produce aggregate relational data. The two relational 
matrices, one derived from a fuzzy GO similarity measure 
and the other derived from the microarray data using a sta-
tistical similarity measure, are then combined and used as 
an input to the non-Euclidean relational fuzzy c-means 
clustering algorithm [120]. Then, a validity measure called 
correlation cluster validity (CCV) is used to validate the 
resulting clusters in the relational data. 

Figure 17 illustrates the methodology proposed in [119], 
which was applied to a selected set of Arabidopsis (a leafy 
plant) genes in the presence of insect feeding and wound-
ing stress. This framework was extended for very large 
gene-expression data sets (e.g., a human genome data set 
consisting of approximately 30,000 genes, which would 
produce a , ,30 000 30 000#  distance matrix) by Popescu 
et al. [121]. The authors extend the CCV algorithm to a new 
validity measure: extension to correlation cluster validity, 
which consists of two steps: sampling of the large matrix, 
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followed by estimation of the number of clusters applying 
CCV to the sampled data.

To cluster real-life benchmark gene-expression data, a 
novel interactive genetic-algorithm-based, multiobjective 
approach was proposed by Mukhopadhyay et al. [122] that 
simultaneously finds the clustering solution and evolves 
the set of validity measures that are to be optimized. The 
proposed method interactively takes the input from a 
human decision maker based on the VAT-based visualiza-
tion tool and adaptively learns from that input to obtain 
the final set of validity measures along with the final clus-
tering result.

Monitoring System for Older Individuals
With the significant increase in the population of older 
individuals in developed countries and the limited number 
of care centers, the concept of aging in place (AIP) has 
gained significant attention. AIP revolves around the 
notion of independent or partially assisted living and the 
ability to continuously receive any necessary support for 
growing needs. For successful implementation of AIP proj-
ects, personalizing the care of older individuals through 
environmental monitoring is essential. 

Sledge et al. [123] established a framework for recogniz-
ing temporal trends in feature data extracted from passive 
sensors (e.g., infrared motion and pneumatic bed sensors; 
bed restlessness, pulse, and respiration sensors) used to 
monitor individuals. The GNGC algorithm was used for 
temporal clustering to assign different activity names to 
different sensor measurement profiles, and the VAT image 
was used to visualize the changing cluster structure of the 
temporal data stream. 

As a part of passive fall-risk-assessment research in 
home environments, Banerjee et  al. [124] presented a 
method to identify older residents at risk by using fea-
tures extracted from their gait information from a single-
depth camera. The VAT algorithm was used to determine 

the number of clusters, which was then used as an input 
to the PCM clustering technique [125]. The analysis helps 
detect changes in gait patterns, which can be used to 
analyze fall risk for older residents by passively observ-
ing them in their home environments. Li et  al. [126] 
proposed an acoustic fall-detection system called acous-
tic-FADE that employs an eight-microphone circular 
array to automatically detect falls. The iVAT algorithm 
was used to analyze the relationship between fall and 
nonfall acoustic signatures in conjunction with the near-
est-neighbor-based distance to find and remove the most 
challenging false alarms based on an efficient feature-
selection technique.

Natural-Language Processing
Document and word clustering are well studied problems 
in the natural-language-processing community. Most algo-
rithms cluster documents and words separately but not 
simultaneously. Dhillon [92] proposed a novel algorithm to 
cluster documents and words simultaneously as a bipartite 
graph-partitioning problem solved using spectral tech-
niques. However, since most spectral clustering tech-
niques require the number of clusters to seek as an input, 
Liu and Lu [127] explored a VAT-based method for deter-
mining the number of clusters present in the given data set 
for coclustering documents and words. It includes three 
main steps. First, generate a VAT image of the input 
matrix, which is produced by spectral coclustering docu-
ments and words. Next, use some common image-process-
ing techniques, such as a grayscale morphological 
operation to filter the VAT image. Finally, the cluster num-
ber is estimated by computing the eigengap of the gray-
scale matrix of the filtered image. 

In the area of automated support for argument recon-
struction from natural-language texts, Winkels et al. [128], 
[129] investigated several possibilities to support a manual 
process of extracting arguments, which is a nontrivial task 
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and requires extensive training and expertise. They used 
natural-language processing to classify pieces of text as 
either argumentative or nonargumentative and clustered 
the text fragments in the hope that these clusters would 
contain similar arguments. The VAT image was used to 
assess clustering tendency in the data set; although it 
showed some small clusters, it was inconclusive in sug-
gesting major cluster structure in the data. This prompting 
the authors to conclude that the analysis cannot go far 
without an extensive pretagged corpus.

Building Linguistic Summaries From the Sensor Data
As information technology advances, more and more data 
are created, stored, and analyzed. However, this vast 
mountain of data is beyond human cognitive capabilities 
and comprehension skills. Hence, methods to summarize 
data and analyze these summaries are becoming increas-
ingly important. Several approaches for linguistic summa-
rization have been proposed in the literature, which 
generates linguistic summaries from sensor data so that 
people can read and take appropriate action. For instance, 
summaries of sensor data on older residents in indepen-
dent-living facilities, including  nighttime motion activity 
and restlessness while lying in bed, provide indications of 
potential abnormal conditions [130], [131]. 

As the number of sensors grows, so does the complexity 
and size of the set of linguistic descriptions. Hence, it is 
necessary to perform some automated analysis to con-
dense this information. A set of papers by Wilbik et  al. 
[132]–[134] develop an approach to generating linguistic 
prototypes from a group of time blocks that represent a 
normal condition from a care environment for older indi-
viduals. Then, the set of summaries for new time blocks is 
compared to the prototypes to flag anomalous conditions, 
thereby reducing the burden on the human. Wilbik et al. 
developed novel distance measures between linguistic 
summaries and use VAT/iVAT to assess and validate cluster 
structure in the linguistic summaries, which allows for the 
creation of linguistic prototypes from clusters of summa-
ries over some temporal range. Anomalies are detected as 
observations that are considerably different from the lin-
guistic prototypes in a moving temporal window.

Web User Data Analysis
The World Wide Web generates a humongous amount of 
data in the form of weblogs, user activity, browsing prefer-
ence, social media, user-generated content, and so on. Web 
analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis, and 
reporting of web data for purposes of understanding and 
optimizing web usage. However, web analytics is not just a 
process for measuring web traffic; it can be used as a tool 
for business and market research and to assess and 
improve the effectiveness of a website. Various research-
ers have used some members of the VAT family of algo-
rithms to analyze web-generated data to solve different 
problems. We turn to this application next.

Modeling User Behavior
Clustering web sessions to identify visitors’ choices while 
browsing web pages is an important problem in web mining. 
The sequence of pages viewed by a user in a particular time 
frame (i.e., the session) captures his/her interest in a specif-
ic topic. The clustering of these sessions can be used to pro-
vide customized services. Chakraborty and Bandyopadhyay 
[135] and Sisodia et al. [136] explored the use of clustering 
web sessions to provide customized services to users with 
similar interests. The VAT algorithm was used to visualize 
the clustering tendency of these data, which was later fed as 
an input to the actual clustering algorithm.

Sun et  al. [137] worked on the problem of detecting 
threats to the security, privacy, and integrity of computer 
networks and infrastructure from insiders—those who 
have (or had) authorized access to an organization’s net-
work, system, or data and intentionally exceeded or mis-
used that access in a manner that negatively affected the 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s 
information or information systems. The authors modeled 
system users’ behavior and developed fast and efficient 
techniques to predict and detect insider threats. A neces-
sary step for this task is to understand legitimate resource-
usage access patterns, which can help identify abnormal or 
suspicious user behavior. Cluster analysis based on visual 
assessment using the VAT algorithm enabled them to detect 
communities of users based on the projects they access and 
the networks they use. Based on normal behavior patterns 
characterized by different clusters, abnormal behavior, 
detected by observing a deviation from normal user behav-
ior, provides a pathway to developing an insider-threat 
detection system.

An important component of web design is user privacy 
because people are disclosing more and more personal infor-
mation on online platforms. However, there is a problematic 
gap between existing online privacy controls and actual user 
disclosure behavior, which motivates researchers to focus 
on the design and development of intelligent privacy con-
trols. Intelligent controls decrease the burden of privacy 
decision making and generate user-tailored privacy sugges-
tions. The first necessary step is to analyze user privacy pref-
erences. Kaskina [138] used VAT to assess clustering 
tendency in this context and then applied a fuzzy clustering 
approach to a real-world data set collected from a political 
platform. The fuzzy membership degree values were used to 
calculate more precise personalized privacy suggestions.

Fraud Detection
On social media networks, automated social agents (i.e., 
bots) are increasingly becoming a problem. Fraud in bot 
messaging, email spam, opinion spam, and so on, is a 
major threat to the credibility of web-based services and 
applications. Spam or unwanted email is one of the poten-
tial issues of Internet security, and classifying user emails 
correctly from penetration of spam is an important issue 
for antispam researchers. 
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Islam and Chowdhury [139] presented a spam classifi-
cation technique using a clustering approach to categorize 
the features. They used the VAT algorithm to assess the 
extracted features and then passed the information into a 
classification engine (consisting of tree-based classifiers, 
nearest-neighbor algorithms, statistical algorithms, and so 
on). Cornelissen et al. [140] proposed that the social net-
work topology of a user would be sufficient to determine 
whether the user is an automated agent or a human. They 
tested their conjecture on a publicly available data set con-
taining users on Twitter labeled as either automated social 
agents or humans. The VAT algorithm was used to deter-
mine the best distance measure, which provides the best 
performance in classifying users.

Graph Data Analysis
A graph represents data consisting of nodes (represent-
ing objects with certain attributes) and the relationship 
between different nodes (represented by edges between 
pairs of nodes). Common examples of graph data include 
social (people–people relationship), coauthorship, road, 
power, and water networks, among others. Analyzing 
graphs is useful for determining general trends, relating 
the results of an experiment to the hypothesis, and for-
mulating hypotheses for future investigations. Four 
widely used types of graph analytics include path, con-
nectivity, community, and centrality analyses. In this sec-
tion, we describe some papers that have applied a member 
of the VAT family of algorithms to various graph-data 
analysis problems.

Community Detection
Community detection is one of the most popular topics of 
modern network science. Communities, or clusters, are usu-
ally thought of as groups of vertices that have a higher proba-
bility of being connected to each other than to members of 
other groups. However, identifying a community is an ill-
defined problem. There are no universal protocols for the 
fundamental ingredients, such as the definition of the com-
munity itself, or for other crucial issues, including the valida-
tion of algorithms and comparison of their performances. 

Yang et al. [141] were the first to use the VAT algorithm 
to detect communities in a graph. The application of VAT 
to graph data is not straightforward since there is not a 
general meaningful distance in a graph. The authors intro-
duced a new distance between nodes to measure the dis-
similarity between nodes and obtain the distance matrix, 
which was then reordered using VAT to detect the com-
munity structure hidden in complex networks.

An important challenge in many graph clustering appli-
cations is that the clusters are not crisp (graph nodes may 
be partially associated with several clusters), leading to 
fuzzy clusters in graphs. Runkler and Bezdek [142] pro-
posed the use of relational fuzzy clustering—more specifi-
cally, NERF c-means—to the relational data (obtained 
from the adjacency matrix of a graph). The clustering 

results were visualized using VAT and were illustrated on 
Zachary’s karate-club benchmark data [27]. 

Papers by Havens et al. [143] and Su and Havens [144], 
[145] used various approaches, such as genetic algorithms 
and fuzzy modularity maximization for fuzzy community 
detection in social network graph data. The Newman–Gir-
van (NG) modularity function that measures how vertices 
in a community share more edges than expected in a ran-
domized network were used as a cluster validity function. 
All of these papers used VAT, iVAT, and SpecVAT to visual-
ize the results of various clustering approaches. 

Ganji et  al. [146] proposed a generalized modularity 
measure called GM, which has a more sophisticated inter-
pretation of vertex similarity than vertex similarity as 
measured by the NG modularity function. GM takes into 
account the number of longer paths between vertices, 
compared to what would be expected in a randomized net-
work, something that the NG modularity function does not 
consider. The VAT algorithm was used to illustrate how 
well-generalized modularity can reveal the underlying 
community structures in real-world graph data.

Visualizing Networks
Visualization of small-world networks is challenging owing 
to the large size of the data and their property of being 
“locally dense but globally sparse.” Generally, networks 
are represented using graph layouts and images of adja-
cency matrices, which have shortcomings of occlusion and 
spatial complexity in direct form. Parveen and Sreevalsan-
Nair [29] proposed a technique to enable effective and effi-
cient visualization of small-world networks in the similarity 
space, as opposed to the attribute space, using a similarity 
matrix representation. They used VAT seriation to perform 
multilevel clustering on the matrix form and visualize a 
series of similarity matrices from the same data set using 
parallel-sets-like representation.

IoT and Smart Cities
The IoT infrastructure for the creation of smart cities consists 
of Internet-connected sensors, devices, and citizens. This IoT 
infrastructure generates an enormous amount of data in the 
form of city-scale physical measurements and public opin-
ions, constituting big data. Smart cities aim to efficiently use 
this wealth of data to manage and solve the problems faced 
by modern cities for better decision making. Interpreting the 
massive amount of smart-city-generated big data to create 
actionable knowledge is a challenging task. Many researchers 
have utilized various algorithms belonging to the VAT family 
to analyze smart-city-generated data to gain actionable 
insights from them as discussed in the next section.

Smart City Urban Mobility
In an urban environment, high-quality mobility is a neces-
sity for the success of other sectors and the creation of 
jobs, and it plays a key role in cultivating an attractive envi-
ronment for residents and businesses. With the increase in 
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urban population, ensuring fast, efficient, reliable, and 
cheap mobility to urban residents is a challenge for city 
authorities. However, with advances in the digital IoT 
infrastructure being deployed across cities and the data 
collected from them, novel techniques and technologies 
are being developed to improve urban mobility.

The clustering of taxi GPS mobility data helps with 
understanding the spatiotemporal dynamics for the appli-
cations of urban planning and transportation. Kumar 
et  al. [147] clustered the origin–destination pairs of the 
passenger taxi rides using a hybrid algorithm consisting 
of clusiVAT sampling and DBSCAN to provide useful 
insights about city mobility patterns, urban hot spots, road-
network usage, and general patterns of the crowd move-
ment in the city of Singapore.

There is a growing interest in the problem of extracting 
useful information from massive trajectory data sets 
derived by various sensing methods. Understanding pat-
terns of pedestrian movement is useful in applications, 
such as pedestrian-flow management, public security, and 
safety. Extracting pedestrian movement patterns and deter-
mining anomalous regions/periods is a useful data-mining 
task to be performed on the massive trajectory data sets 
generated by the smart city IoT infrastructure. 

Li and Leckie [148] applied contour maps and iVAT to 
visually identify and analyze areas/periods with anoma-
lous distributions of pedestrian flows. Contour maps are 
adopted as the visualization method of the origin–destina-
tion flow matrix to describe the distribution of pedestrian 
movement in terms of entry/exit areas. By transforming 
the origin–destination flow matrix into a dissimilarity 
matrix, the iVAT algorithm is used to visually cluster the 
most popular and related areas. 

Kumar et al. [149] proposed a novel application of VAT-
based clustering algorithms (VAT, iVAT, and clusiVAT) for 
trajectory analysis. They introduced a new clustering-
based anomaly detection framework named iVAT+ and clu-
siVAT+ and used it for trajectory anomaly detection. Their 
approach is based on partitioning the VAT-generated mini-
mum spanning tree using an efficient thresholding 
scheme. Trajectories are classified as normal or anoma-
lous based on the number of paths in the clusters. Experi-
ments on the trajectories of vehicles and pedestrians from 
a parking lot scene from the real-life Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology trajectories data set showcase the abili-
ty of the proposed method to find natural and informative 
trajectory clusters and anomalies.

Another important type of trajectory data collected in 
a smart city framework is vehicular trajectories, especial-
ly public transport, such as buses, taxis, and so on, Analy-
sis of large-scale vehicle trajectories is important for 
understanding urban traffic patterns, particularly for 
optimizing public transport routes and frequencies and 
improving the decisions made by authorities. Cluster anal-
ysis is a fundamental challenge in trajectory mining, but 
existing trajectory clustering algorithms are not well 

suited to large numbers of trajectories in a city road net-
work because of inadequate distance measures between 
two trajectories. 

Kumar et al. [85], [150] proposed a novel Dijkstra-based 
dynamic time warping (DTW) distance measure called 
trajDTW, which is suitable for large numbers of overlap-
ping trajectories in a dense road network. They also devel-
oped a novel fast-clusiVAT algorithm that can suggest the 
number of clusters in a trajectory data set and identify and 
visualize the trajectories belonging to each cluster much 
faster than clusiVAT. Empirical experiments conducted on 
a large-scale taxi trajectory data set consisting of 3.28 mil-
lion trajectories obtained from the GPS traces of 15,061 
taxis in Singapore for one month suggest several trajecto-
ry clusters spanning the major expressways of Singapore. 
For each cluster, this scheme provides a time-based distri-
bution of trajectories that affords insights into how urban 
mobility patterns change with the time of day. 

Taking this trajectory-analysis task a step further toward 
prediction, Rathore et al. [151] proposed a scalable-cluster-
ing and Markov-chain-based hybrid framework, called Traj-
clusiVAT-based trajectory prediction, for both short- and 
long-term trajectories that can handle a large number of 
overlapping trajectories in a dense road network.

Smart Grid
The rollout of electricity grid assets with advanced commu-
nications capabilities enables new ways to steal energy, 
such as false data attacks and remote meter disconnection. 
On the other hand, data communicated by these devices 
have the potential to improve utility companies’ abilities to 
combat fraud through computational intelligence tech-
niques. Viegas and Vieira [152] proposed a clustering-based 
novelty detection scheme to uncover electricity theft. The 
scheme starts by extracting easily interpreted consump-
tion indicators from data collected by smart meters. Fuzzy 
clustering is then used to capture the structure of the data 
that consists of indicators from benign consumers. The 
VAT algorithm is used before clustering to analyze the pos-
sibility of data structure characterized by multiple clusters. 
The extracted clusters provide the basis for a distance-
based novelty-detection model to uncover abnormal data 
sent by consumers.

Time Series Data Analysis
Time series data (a measurement of sensor values 
obtained from a physical process over some time) is a com-
mon form of data. To study the temporal behavior of an 
environmental system, scientists need to detect positions 
with similar temporal dynamics in large sets of time 
series. A well-established approach to quantifying the 
number and duration of recurrent states is recurrence 
quantification analysis (RQA) [153]. 

Sips et al. [154] address the scientific question of wheth-
er the clustering of time series based on their RQA mea-
sures produces a clustering structure that is interpretable 
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by human experts. They used iVAT to visualize the time 
series (each time series is represented by 16 different RQA 
measures, which are used to calculate a Euclidean dis-
tance matrix) and found that the iVAT visualization of clus-
ter structure was interpretable and consistent with the 
clustering structure based on the expert opinion.

Iredale et al. [155] proposed a novel shape-based mea-
sure of similarity, which is invariant under uniform time 
shift and uniform amplitude scaling. Using this measure to 
calculate the distance matrix, the authors used the VAT 
algorithm to assess large time-series data sets and demon-
strated its advantages in terms of complexity and pro-
pensity for implementation in a distributed computing 
environment. In the field of neuroscience research, Mahal-
lati et al. [156] experimented on a variety of distance mea-
sures—Euclidean distance, correlation distance, DTW, and 
shape-based distance—in the recording of extracellular 
action potential (spike) waveforms generated by neuronal 
activity, using iVAT to distinguish the number of units pres-
ent within recordings from a single electrode.

WSNs for Environmental Monitoring
Understanding the behavior of complex ecosystems 
requires analysis of detailed observations of an environ-
ment under a range of different conditions. WSNs provide a 
flexible platform to collect data for environmental model-
ing. A WSN comprises a set of low-powered nodes, each 
with its sensors, power supply, CPU, and radio transceiver, 
which can self-organize into a network for collecting and 
reporting sensor measurements. Although WSNs provide 
raw data from the monitored environment, an open chal-
lenge is how to build and utilize models of “normal” behav-
ior and “interesting” (anomalous) events from that data. 

A series of papers by Bezdek et al. [157], [158], Moshtaghi 
et al. [159], and Rajasegarar et al. [160] used hyperellipsoidal 
models and VAT/iVAT visualization to detect anomalies in a 
WSN for environmental monitoring. The proposed approach 
generates a set of hyperellipsoids to summarize the data gen-
erated by the WSN. These papers proposed three measures 
of similarity between pairs of ellipsoids (compound, trans-
formation energy, and Bhattacharya coefficient similarity) to 
convert model ellipsoids into dissimilarity data, which was 
then fed to VAT/iVAT to discover clusters in the data. Finally, 
the authors used various clustering algorithms (SL, CLODD, 
and so on) to extract normal clusters and anomalies from 
the input data. This framework was empirically evaluated on 
a variety of data sets, viz., data collected by a WSN installed 
at the Intel Berkeley Research Lab to measure parameters 
(e.g., humidity, temperature, light, and so on) and the Heron 
Island WSN in the Great Barrier Reef, among others.

Miscellaneous Applications

Humans and Society
In the psychology of motivation, balance theory is a theory 
of attitude change proposed by Fritz Heider [161]. Heider’s 

structural balance theory explains social processes and is 
used to account for social actors’ attitudes toward one 
another. Notsu et al. [162] propose a new social value emer-
gence model in the form of an agent-based simulation model. 
In this model, structural balance theory is used to explain 
feelings, attitudes, and beliefs. Each agent tries to reach bal-
anced states and communicates with others. The VAT algo-
rithm was used to understand the agent group’s macrolevel 
mechanism and represents the social groups to which differ-
ent agents belong. As an extension to their previous work, 
Notsu et al. [163] adapted VAT to a network model by reinter-
preting positive/negative relationships in naive psycholo-
gy as dissimilarity, such as “near” or “similar”/”distant” or 
“unlike” to improve mutual understanding among people.

Human Geography
Human geography is concerned with how human-related fac-
tors, such as cultural, economic, religious, and political 
issues, influence the spatial behavior of individuals and 
groups of people. The study of human geography is important 
for several application areas, including, for example, prepar-
ing for disaster response and relief, identifying medically 
underserved areas, and so on. Buck et al. [164] proposed a 
VAT-based approach to summarizing various human-related 
factors that can be mapped for a geographic region for visual-
ization and easy understanding by domain experts. To com-
bine various human geographic factors for a region, a human 
geography data cube (consisting of spatial dimensions of the 
region and one human-geographic dimension) was created. 
Different data cubes (belonging to different spatial locations) 
were then visualized using VAT to present a complete picture 
of the spatial distribution of various human-related factors 
and their interactions with each other.

Instance-Based Machine Learning
In instance-based machine learning (e.g., nearest-neighbor 
classifiers), algorithms often suffer from high storage 
requirements because of the large number of training 
instances. This results not only in large computer memory 
usage and long response time but also, very often, in over-
sensitivity to noise, which degrades algorithmic perfor-
mance. To tackle such problems, various instance reduction 
algorithms have been developed that remove noisy and 
redundant patterns. Inspired by the data seriation 
approach of the VAT algorithm, Nikolaidis et al. [165] intro-
duced a new approach: instance seriation for prototype 
abstraction, which is a data-condensation method that 
generates a new set of prototypes. This helps reduce the 
storage requirements of instance-based algorithms and 
make them resistant to data noise.

Optimization
For continuous multiobjective optimization problems, there 
are an infinite number of Pareto optimal solutions. Howev-
er, many multiobjective evolutionary algorithms [166] fail to 
find and preserve all of the multimodal solutions in the 
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nondominated-solutions set. They can identify only one set 
of decision vectors out of the multimodal solutions and ter-
minate at any one global optimum out of the multiple global 
optima present in the multiobjective multimodal problems. 
Finding all multimodal solutions would allow the decision 
maker greater flexibility when choosing between solutions. 
For example, in chemical process optimization, the decision 
maker would want to know about different temperature set-
tings for which the process can deliver the same results. 

Kudikala et al. [167] presented an extended version of 
the Pareto estimation method, which can be used to 
increase the number of multimodal solutions. The method 
uses VAT to identify and separate different clusters in the 
space of decision variables, which correspond to the multi-
modal Pareto optimal solutions. Then, Pareto estimation is 
employed for these individual clusters, which increases 
the density of available multimodal solutions in multiob-
jective problems.

Predicting Ground Vibrations in Mines
Ground vibrations, measured in terms of peak particle veloc-
ity (PPV) is one of the hazard effects induced by blasting 
operations in open-pit mines, which can affect surrounding 
structures, particularly the stability of benches and slopes in 
open-pit mines, and their impact on underground water, rail-
way, highway, and so on can be puzzling for neighboring 
communities. Therefore, controlling, predicting, and mitigat-
ing the effects of blast-induced PPV is desirable. 

Nguyen et al. [168] developed a new clustering-based 
computational model for predicting blast-induced PPV. To 
assess whether the data set is suitable for the use of cluster-
ing algorithms, the VAT algorithm was applied, and once the 
data were deemed suitable for clustering, a novel hybrid arti-
ficial-intelligence model based on the hierarchical k-means 
(HKM) clustering algorithm and an artificial neural network 
(ANN)—namely, an HKM-ANN model—was developed for 
predicting blast-caused PPV in open-pit mines.

Master’s and Ph.D. Theses Inspired  
by the VAT Family of Algorithms
The VAT family of algorithms has been a part of the 
research of various master’s and Ph.D. students, which, in 
turn, has also contributed to many of the algorithms and 
applications described in this article. Following is the 
(chronological) list of dissertations that have used or con-
tributed to the VAT family of algorithms:

 ◆ “Extracting Textual Information From Images and Vid-
eos for Automatic Content-Based Annotation and 
Retrieval,” 2007 [169]

 ◆ “Visual Data Analysis in Air Traffic Management,” 2007 
[170]

 ◆ “Information Visualization Techniques for Metabolic 
Engineering,” 2007 [171]

 ◆ “A System for Change Detection and Human Recogni-
tion in Voxel Space Using Stereo Vision,” 2010 [172]

 ◆ “Clustering in Relational Data and Ontologies,” 2010 [173]

 ◆ “A Study on Parallel Versus Sequential Relational Fuzzy 
Clustering Methods,” 2011 [174]

 ◆ “Sparse and Discriminative Clustering for Complex 
Data,” 2012 [175]

 ◆ “Visualization of Transformation of Graphs Based on 
Similarity Functions,” 2013 [176]

 ◆ “Support Vector Machine-based Fuzzy Systems for 
Quantitative Prediction of Peptide Binding Affinity,” 
2015 [177]

 ◆ “Experimental Study of Random Projections Below the 
JL Limit,” 2015 [178]

 ◆ “Clustering von Recurrence Plots,” 2015 [179]
 ◆ “Big Data Clustering for Smart City Applications,” 

2016 [180]
 ◆ “Enabling Automatic Creation of Virtual Services for 

Service Virtualisation,” 2016 [181]
 ◆ “Big Data Cluster Analysis and Its Applications,” 

2018 [182].

Conclusion
This survey article attempts to capture and summarize 
work related to the theory and applications of the VAT/
iVAT family of models and algorithms. Inevitably, we 
will have missed some articles that belong here, but it 
is impossible to know about every work related to this 
type of cluster heat map and its widespread applica-
tions. Readers may wonder whether subjective analysis 
of the visual representation of numerical data, such as 
that offered by cluster heat maps, is really useful. 

Perhaps a fitting conclusion to this contribution is a 
statement about the utility of data visualization made by 
Sir Ronald Fisher [183] almost 100 years ago: “The prelim-
inary examination of most data are facilitated by the use 
of diagrams. Diagrams prove nothing, but bring outstand-
ing features readily to the eye; they are therefore no sub-
stitute for critical tests as may be applied to the data, but 
are valuable in suggesting such tests, and in explaining 
conclusions founded upon them.” This is the rationale for 
using methods such as VAT/iVAT and, more generally, 
other types of cluster heat maps that abound in the scien-
tific literature. They are there to help us understand the 
structure in the data that we cannot see ourselves.
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